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Kuchma supports introduction
of emergency state in Ukraine

KYYIV — Ukrainian President
Leonid Kravchuk has turned to leaders
of the G-7 countries, asking for financial
assistance of over $2 billion (U.S.) to be
used toward nuclear disarmament and
economic reforms.
In a letter dated July 2, which was
issued to the press on July 5, the
Ukrainian president asked that the G-7
countries "play the role of leaders in
organizing aid for Ukraine, namely, cre
ating an international fund to support

"I support the introduction of an
emergency state in Ukraine," the coun
try's prime minister, Leonid Kuchma,
said at a news conference on Thursday
afternoon, July 8, in response to
reporters' questions on the economic sit
uation in Ukraine today.
He suggested that the Parliament
should dissolve itself and new elections
should be held in order to move forward
with economic reforms. He also said the
government should look over decisions
that have been passed by the current leg
islature. "They must stop adopting pop
ulist decisions," said Mr. Kuchma.
Relations between Mr. Kuchma and
President Leonid Kravchuk are at log
gerheads since they began a power strug
gle in mid-May for control of the econo
my. In the meantime, Ukraine's popula
tion is experiencing the growing pains of
economic reforms and is faced with ris
ing prices and plummeting standards of
living.
Mr. Kuchma told journalists that
Ukraine is rolling into an abyss and that
it cannot currently afford to pay world
prices.
On June 17, President Kravchuk and
Russian Federation President Boris

(Continued on page 4)
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by Marta Kolomayets
Kyyiv Press Bureau

KYYIV — The rift between
Ukraine's top leaders continues to widen
as Ukraine battles with growing energy
prices and a faltering economy that is
paralyzing this fledgling nation of 52
million.

Kravchuk asks G-7
for $2 billion in aid
by Marta Kolomayets
Kyyiv Press Bureau
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Foreign Affairs l\/linistry reaffirms
Ukraine's nuclear-free intention
by Marta Kolomayets
Kyyiv Press Bureau

KYYIV — The Ukrainian Foreign
Ministry on Wednesday, July 7, denied
that Ukraine has joined the "nuclear club
of nations" and attempted to clarify the
Parliament's declaration of weapons'
ownership in order to quell Western
fears of an emerging nuclear power.
The Foreign Ministry's statement
came less than a week after the
Ukrainian Parliament passed a foreign
policy doctrine on Friday, July 2, by a
vote of 226-15, which stated that
Ukraine is the owner of nuclear weapons
on its soil. The two-page document,
issued to the press and embassies in
Kyyiv, is also proof of the existing dis
cord between the Foreign Ministry and
the current Parliament regarding
Ukraine's foreign policy and the future
of its nuclear arsenal.
President Leonid Kravchuk obfuscat
ed the issue further on Wednesday, July
7, stating that Ukraine should claim tem
porary ownership of its nuclear weapons
until the time they are removed from its
territory or fully destroyed. "However, I
think that in reality, Ukraine should be
nuclear-free," said the Ukrainian leader
during a break at the Ukrainian Congress
of Collective Farm Enteфrises.

"In order to have the legal status of
ownership of nuclear weapons, Ukraine
has to declare itself a nuclear state.
Ukraine has found itself in a very deli
cate situation; it is not a nuclear state,
but it does have nuclear weapons," the
Foreign Ministry's press center director,
Yuriy Sergeyev, said on Tuesday, July 6.
"We want everyone to understand that
everything found on Ukrainian territory
is owned by Ukraine. But in the end, we
will determine Ukraine's status —
nuclear or non-nuclear — only after we
vote on the ratification of START I, the
Lisbon Protocol and after we accede to
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.
Until that time all conclusions are pre
mature," said the deputy chairman of
parliament, Vasyl Durdynets.
However, Ukrainian lawmakers,
including Bohdan Horyn, deputy chair
man of the Foreign Relations
Committee, say that today Ukraine is a
nuclear state.
"There are no more questions. The
Ministry of Foreign Affairs did not like
the decision Parliament reached on
Friday. It is difficult for them to realize
that the old days are over. We no longer
do things just because the ministry tells
us so," said Mr. Horyn.
(Continued on page 4)

Ukrainian Canadian Congress angry over redress
by Christopher Guly
OTTAWA — Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney left office on June 25 carrying
an angry letter from the Ukrainian
. Canadian Congress' Redress Committee.
The June 26 letter, signed by commit
tee chair Ihor Bardyn, accuses the for
mer Progressive Conservative prime
minister of failing to resolve the redress
issue.
The UCC is seeking between $35 mil
lion and $50 million for economic losses
suffered by the estimated 5,000
Ukrainian Canadians interned following
the outbreak of the first world war. The
amount quotes 1991 dollars and is based
on a 1992 Price Waterhouse report sub
mitted to the UCC.
Close to 80,000 Ukrainian Canadians
also were branded enemy aliens, lost
their right to vote and were forced to
register and carry identification cards.
Using unprecedented and pointed lan
guage, the letter reads: "We feel you
have let us down, and that you have not
been truthful with our community. You
could have done the right thing, begin
ning with the return of monies taken by
the government of Canada and never

accounted for, nor returned."
Mr. Bardyn's letter recalls former
Liberal Prime Minister Sir Wilfrid
Laurier's decision to break with Sir
Robert Borden's coalition Union govern
ment over the incident.
It also cites a commitment made by
Mr. Mulroney at last year's triennial
UCC meeting in Winnipeg. He told dele
gates that his government would resolve
the issue, which had been under consid
eration since he met with the UCC in
Edmonton in 1990. More recently, dur
ing a March visit to Toronto, Mr.
Mulroney emphasized that this action
would follow before he left office.
In a way, it might already be resolved.
On May 18, Multiculturalism Minister
Gerry Weiner met with representatives
from five ethnic groups seeking compen
sation for historic discrimination. Along
with the UCC, the group seeking redress
includes members of the Chinese com
munity, for the imposition of a "head
tax" on 81,000 Chinese immigrants dur
ing the early part of this century.
Chinese residents were also denied vot
ing and citizenship rights and were often
separated from their families between

1923 and 1947.
The Italian community is also
involved over the World War II intern
ment of 700 Italian Canadians, which
also branded 14,500 as enemy aliens and
subject to registration. Three years ago,
Mr. Mulroney offered a "full and
unqualified apology" to the ItalianCanadian community.
Others groups have not pressed their
formal claims as vigorously. They
include the Sikh community, over a
1914 incident in which 367 Sikhs were
refused entry at Vancouver and held off
shore for two months without food or
water; and the Canadian Jewish
Congress over the rejection of a boatload
of 907 German Jews during the second
world war. This group, minus 29 who
got off in Cuba, were turned back to
Europe, where they died in the
Holocaust.
About 3,000 German Canadians were
also interned during World War I and
another 800 during the second world
war.
Five years ago, the Mulroney govern
ment apologized and awarded a $300
million compensation package to the
Japanese Canadian community for Word

inaction

War II internment. At the time, the fed
eral government also revoked the War
Measures Act.
Mr. Weiner offered the five an
"omnibus apology," without any finan
cial compensation. The federal govern
ment is also prepared to construct a
"Nation- builders Hall of Record" in the
new national archives in Ottawa, which
would serve as a monument to commem
orate the contribution of ethnic groups
across Canada.
The minister told the closed-door
meeting that the federal government
could not duplicate the $13,000-per-person package offered to Japanese
Canadian survivors in 1988. Yet, that
year, Mr. Weiner told a National
Association of Japanese Canadians ban
quet that "if we have opened floodgates
to new claims, as the worriers always
say, then I say to them it's about time."
So far, the Ukrainian, Italian and
Chinese communities have rejected the
offer.
In the prepared statement, Renzo Orsi,
national president of the National
Congress of Italian-Canadian said: "You
(Continued on page 22)
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Ukrainian-Russian summit:
problems and prospects
by Dr. Roman Solchanyk
RFE/RL Research

Institute

On the eve of the January 1993 sum
mit in Moscow between Russian and
Ukrainian Presidents Boris Yeltsin and
Leonid Kravchuk the Russian daily
Izvestiya published a list of 10 "difficult
barriers" that divided the two leaders."
• Commonv^ealth of Independent
States. Ukraine sees no need for the
Commonwealth's existence, viewing it
as nothing more than a way station in
R u s s i a ' s attempt to re-establish a
Russian-dominated
empire.
Consequently, it rejects the creation of
interstate coordinating organs.
• Territorial claims. Although Mr.
Yeltsin has repeatedly referred to the
inviolability of the borders between
Ukraine and Russia, Kyyiv is convinced
that the Russian Parliament and many
influential Russian leaders view the bor
der question as a trump card that they
can use against Ukraine. The main
regions in question are the Crimea, the
Donbas, and southern Ukraine.

about the indebtedness of Russian enter
prises to Ukrainian suppliers.
• Service c h a r g e s . Ukraine is
demanding payment for Russian oil and
gas flowing through pipelines on its ter
ritory and for the use of its air space and
port facilities. Russia views the demands
as excessive.
• High cost of fuel. The cost of oil
and gas from Russia is unaffordable for
Ukraine.
Kyyiv's inteфretation of any or all of
the above issues would no doubt differ
from Moscow's. Also, six months later,
with Presidents Yeltsin and Kravchuk
meeting once again near Moscow, cer
tain problems have diminished in impor
tance, just as others have become more
urgent, such as, in particular, the dispute
over the Black Sea Fleet and the status
of economic relations between the two
countries.
By and large, however, the Izvestiya
article accurately reflected the range of
issues that have served to complicate

Newsbriefs
on Ukraine

Black Sea Fleet controversy festers
SEVASTOPIL — The controversy
surrounding division of the Black Sea
Fleet continues. Eduard Baltin, comman
der of the fleet, stated in a July 1 Reuters
interview that he opposed splitting the
flotilla between Ukraine and Russia.
This, two days after the officers' assem
bly rejected the split, which is to begin
in September, and called for Russia to
assume control of the fleet until the con
troversy is resolved. Former commander
Marshal Yevgeny Shaposhnikov has
argued that Ukraine should receive only
15 to 20 percent of the fleet rather than
half. Also, support vessels of the Black
Sea Fleet were still flying the Russian
naval ensign on July 1, as they apparently have since m i d - M a y . U k r a i n e ' s
President Leonid Kravchuk and Russia's
Boris Yeltsin have responded to the criti
cisms by issuing a statement reaffirming
their commitment to the agreement.
(RFE/RL Daily Reports)
'Dniester republic' supports *Novorossiya'

Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, UkrainianRussian relations have been burdened with what
many people today refer to as ''Russia's imperial
legacy" and the additional problem that many, if
not most, Russians do not consider Ukraine a
legitimate entity, much less an independent, sov
ereign state. This central issue serves as abackdrop for the disputes between the two states and
colors a wide range of issues.
• Citizenship, taxation, and pen
sions. Ukraine and Russia have yet to
find a workable solution to these issues,
which affect millions of Russians in
Ukraine and Ukrainians in Russia.
• Nuclear arms reduction. Ukraine is
concerned that the political situation in
Russia could take a turn for the worse
and that it could be confronted with
nuclear blackmail. By demanding spe
cial security guarantees from the West
that go beyond the framework of the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and by
stalling on the ratification of START I,
Ukraine has blocked the nuclear disar
mament process and has set Western
leaders against Russia.
• The Black Sea Fleet and
Sevastopil. Ukraine rejects Russian
claims to any special presence in
Sevastopil and disagrees with Moscow's
proposals on the division of warships
and other property of the Black Sea
Fleet.
• Foreign debt and assets of the for
mer USSR. Ukraine insists on a greater
share of all foreign assets of the former
Soviet Union. Russia, for its part, con
siders it technically impossible to divide
up the assets in many instances and
would like to assume fully both the for
eign debt and the assets.
• Western aid. Ukraine wants a larger
portion of the foreign aid and the credits
promised to the former Soviet Union.
• Financial disputes. There is a "cold
war" between the Russian and Ukrainian
State Banks involving unilateral cash
and bank transfers from Ukraine to the
Russian State Bank. These, in turn, have
provoked defensive Russian countermeasures considered by Kyyiv to be
discriminatory. Kyyiv is also concerned

and, at times, to exacerbate relations
between Kyyiv and Moscow since the
collapse of the Soviet Union in
December 1991. What the article failed
to identify was the root cause of the ten
sion between two Slavic states: that
Moscow has not accepted the existence
of an independent Ukraine as a fait
accompli. In a recent interview with a
Moscow newspaper. President Kravchuk
called attention to this problem, charging
that those who were against Ukrainian
i n d e p e n d e n c e were engaging in an
"unfriendly" act against his country.
Specifically, he claimed that foreign
diplomats were being told not to rush to
build up their embassy staffs in Kyyiv,
b e c a u s e " U k r a i n e ' s days are num
bered."If there had been any doubts that the
Moscow establishment had not really
come to terms with the existence of an
independent Ukrainian state, they surely
must have been dispelled after Russian
Foreign Minister Andrei K o z y r e v ' s
recent visit to Ukraine to lay the ground
work for the summit.
In Sevastopil, Mr. Kozyrev was asked
what he thought of the idea of reunifica
tion of Ukraine and Russia and, corre
spondingly, retention of a unified Black
Sea Fleet. After an awkward pause, he
responded, "I am for it."-"^ It should be
noted that in the Ukrainian-Russian con
text the term "reunification," which was
a staple of the Soviet ideological lexi
con, has a very specific connotation.
Simply stated, it conveys the notion that
(Continued on page 10)
' Izvestiya (Moscow evening edition),
January 15, 1993.
2 Argumeniy iF<ik'ty;i^o 15, April 1993.
^ "Itogi," Ostankino Television, June 6,
1993.

KYYIV — Representatives of the
" D n i e s t e r R e p u b l i c " have openly
claimed ties with the Crimea, the
Donbas and the Odessa regions, which
they say will eventually lead to the for
mation of an autonomous "Novorossiya"
in these areas. Nicolae Andronic, head of
Moldova's delegation to the talks with
the "Dniester" side told Respublika of
these Dniester assertions on July 3. This
is the most explicit admission to date of
Tiraspol's otherwise commonly known
links with the influential pro-Communist
and Russian-oriented forces in southern
and eastern Ukraine. (RFE/RL Daily
Report)
EC nuclear safety teams sent to Ukraine
B R U S S E L S — The European
Community has sent teams of nuclear
safety specialists to two nuclear facilities
in Ukraine, which were not identified.
EC Trade C o m m i s s s i o n e r Sir Leon
Brittan told Western reporters on June
29 that the teams, consisting of four to
six persons each, will spend six months
to a year on-site to improve safety and
install new equipment. Six Russian
nuclear sites are also involved in the pro
gram, for which the EC has set aside
$500 million. The dispatch of the teams
initially was delayed because Russia and
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Ukraine had not agreed until now to
compensate the specialists in the event
of a nuclear accident. (RFE/RL Daily
Report)
Slovak President visits Ukraine
KYYIV — Slovak president Michal
Kovac traveled to Ukraine on June 29
for a two-day visit aimed at greater polit
ical and economic cooperation between
the two neighbors. TASR reported that
during the trip Mr. Kovac met with
Ukrainian Foreign Minister Anatoliy
Zlenko and President Leonid Kravchuk,
with whom he signed a U k r a i n i a n Slovak friendship and c o o p e r a t i o n
treaty. The two presidents also discussed
a Ukrainian proposal for a new security
zone in Eastern and Central Europe.
(RFE/RL Daily Report)
Kuchma tours Baltic countries
T A L I N N — U k r a i n e ' s Prime
Minister Leonid Kuchma, heading a 33member delegation, held talks here on
July 6 with Estonian President Lennart
Meri and Foreign Minister Trivirni
Velliste, BNS reported. Mr. Kuchma and
Mart Laar, his Estonian counterpart,
signed a series of agreements regulating
trade and travel between the two coun
tries. Mr. Kuchma also presented the rat
ified friendship and cooperation agree
ment that the two countries signed in
May 1992. He underlined the fair treat
ment that Estonia has been showing the
Ukrainian minority in the Baltic state.
The prime minister was to travel to
L i t h u a n i a on July 7 to meet with
President Algirdas Brazauskas. (RFE/RL
Daily Report)
Greens protest US, attack on Baghdad.
KYYIV — At a meeting of the politi
cal council of the Green Party of
Ukraine on June 29, a statement was
issued regarding the U.S. missile attack
on Baghdad. It read, "the attack on
Baghdad is an unprovoked aggression,
which has nothing to do with an active
pursuit of the right to self-defense. It can
only negatively impact relations and
increase tensions with the Middle East
and countries of the Islamic world and
the U.S. and European countries that
supported the action." (Respublika)
(Continued on page 23)
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C o m m u n i s t s , Socialists unite

in "Workers' Ukraine" coalition

Yaroslav Kulynych

Oleksander Moroz (right), leader of the Socialist Party of Ukraine, during a
May Day rally in Kyyiv.
by Volodymyr Skachko
Special to The Ukrainian Weekly
KYYIV — On June 26, the founding
congress of Trudova Ukraina (Workers'
Ukraine), the new pohtical coahtion of
Communist and SociaUst civic organizations and political parties, took place
here. Such a move had been discussed
since late winter. The coalition will
soon be registered with the Ministry of
Justice.
The founding o r g a n i z a t i o n s of
Workers' Ukraine include the Socialist
Party of Ukraine (SPU), the Ukrainian
W o r k e r s ' Front ( F T U ) , and the
Association of Communists of Ukraine.
Yevhen Marmazov, people's deputy
and central committee secretary of the
recently unbanned Communist Party of
Ukraine, expressed willingness to join.
In all, 134 delegates from 21 oblasts, the
Crimea and the cities of Kyyiv and
Sevastopil attended the meetings.
Among the stated aims of Workers'
Ukraine is to "restore power to the working class." Its platform includes a "no"
campaign for the upcoming referendum
on the presidency, the abolition of the
presidency as an institution, and the
strengthening of regional councils and
the Supreme Council.
The leader of the SPU, Oleksander
Moroz, said that W o r k e r s ' U k r a i n e
should i m p e d e efforts to have the
Supreme Council dissolved. Many delegates claimed that Workers' Ukraine is
not a pre-election bloc of left-wing
3rces, but a long-term broad-based
"movement for the working class people's unity."
Another facet of the WU platform is
its opposition to any measures that might
amend the c o u n t r y ' s constitution to
reflect a shift toward a capitalist social
order. C l a i m i n g that the c o u n t r y ' s
"young national capital is seeking to
gain control of the manufacturing sector
and the means of p r o d u c t i o n , " Mr.
Moroz said that a moratorium on privatization should be imposed.
The stated intent of the WU is to act
according to the principles of social
equity, democracy, patriotism and internationalism. To differentiate itself from
its historical precursor, the Bolshevik
Communist Party, the WU adopted a
statute in which voluntary all-Ukrainian
membership is stressed.
The delegates highlighted evidence of

the growth of a "workers' movement,"
as indicated by the number of organizations being formed whose names contain
the word "Workers," such as "Workers'
Kyyiv," "Workers' Kharkiv," "Workers'
Cherkasy Region," and the like. This
obsession with terminology was also
reflected in the delegates' proposals to
exclude words such as "market," "privatization," "farmer" and others from the
Ukrainian lexicon.
Another goal of the new movement is
the restoration of the Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic. The assembled delegates adopted the former Ukrainian
SSR's official red and blue flag as their
own. One in particular announced that
he was prepared to die for it then and
there, but was dissuaded from this drastic action amidst supportive applause.
— Translated by Andrij Wynnyckyj
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Brzezinski offers words of caution
by Marta Kolomayets
Kyyiv Press Bureau
K Y Y I V — As U k r a i n e s t r u g g l e s
through a difficult political and economic period as a fledgling independent state
on the road to democracy and a free market economy, it has some true Western
friends who believe in the future of
U k r a i n e as a g e o p o l i t i c a l l y vital
European nation.
First among those supporters and
well-wishers is Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski,
a political analyst, professor and presidential advisor, who has visited Ukraine
twice since it proclaimed its independence in August 1991.
A little less than a year a g o . Dr.
Brzezinski visited Ukraine to receive the
Antonovych Prize for his book: "The
Grand Failure: The Birth and Death of
Communism in the 20th Century." He
then told an attentive audience: "I am
absolutely confident that the genius, the
determination, the sense of historical
perspective of the Ukrainian people will
lead to success in this difficult transgression. I am very confident that you are on
the way towards Europe, as a modern
and, what is most important, enduringly
free Ukrainian state."
However, Dr. Brzezinski cautioned
that "it is important to recognize that the
next phase is a difficult phase of consolidation of the Ukrainian state. The next
three to five years will be critical and
extremely difficult."
Now back in Ukraine for a round of
meetings with Ukrainian government
officials as well as Ukrainian President
Leonid Kravchuk, Dr. Brzezinski also
met with journalists at the National Press
Club in Kyyiv, where he offered some
sobering advice and words of caution.
During the gathering on Tuesday,
June 1, he told journalists that there are
forces that would like to m a k e the
Commonwealth of Independent States
into a new Soviet Union. "Therefore,
one has to be very careful to distinguish
between the desirability of economic
cooperation and the danger of political
integration. Economic cooperation is
obviously a necessity, given the econom-

ic realities of the former Soviet Union,
but that makes it all the more important
to be extremely careful so that economic
cooperation is not translated into political subordination."
Dr. Brzezinski said that much will
depend on how many economic contacts
Ukraine develops outside the CIS, but
added that eventually and ideally the
relationship between Ukraine and Russia
ought to be like that of the United States
and Canada.
When asked how he would advise
President Kravchuk to pull Ukraine out
of its current chaos. Dr. Brzezinski said
that only a combination of political and
economic initiatives could aid Ukraine.
"Politically, two broad initiatives are
necessary. One is the articulation of a
broad vision of what a transformed
Ukraine should look like." He added that
today Ukraine has no such vision and
this was confirmed in a speech delived
by President Kravchuk on May 20.
"If people are to be mobilized and if
the people are to accept a period of sacrifice, they have to have some concept of
what Ukraine will be like 10 to 15 years
frorn now," said the former national
security adviser under President Jimmy
Carter.
What kind of Ukraine will emerge?
asked Dr. Brzezinski. Will it be essentially a pluralistic, free market society,
an integral part of the CIS, a part of a
larger European community?
"People have to have some sense of
direction, and to promote that vision
there has to be a political movement
which is dedicated to it. And, there must
be electoral support for it," he concluded.
In the economic sphere, Dr. Brzezinski
said three important areas must be
addressed: the transformation of agriculture, privatization and demonopolization.
In conclusion, he noted that a strong
executive branch can guide reforms
along, and push for both political and
economic change. "And that is why in
Russia we support Yeltsin. And in
U k r a i n e we are ready to support a
strong, dedicated reformer — whoever
that may be," he concluded.

Communist Party seeks full legalizationBeer lovers unite
by Boris Baczynskyj
IntelNews
KYYIV — The Communist Party of
Ukraine (CPU) took another step out of
the legal limbo it has been in since it was
outlawed after the failed anti-Gorbachev
coup in August 1991.
On Tuesday, June 29, its newly elected Central Committee held a press conference and declared that its most pressing task is the party's full legalization
and official registration with the Justice
Ministry.
The meeting with journalists was conducted mostly in Russian, in a building
that now houses several government
offices, but was once the Kyyiv Oblast
Communist Party headquarters. The
m e e t i n g was attended by several
Communist people's deputies, including
O l e k s a n d e r K o t s i u b a (Kyyiv) and
Yevhen Marmazov (Kirovohrad oblast).
Petro Symonenko, elected the party's
general secretary at the June 19 congress
in Donetske, repeatedly stressed the
CPU intends to become a parliamentary
party like the Communist parties in
France and Germany. He said the party
has sent a letter to the United Nations
saying the Ukrainian government is
"anti-Communist" and not living up to
its professed democratic ideals.

When asked about the party's position
on the 1932-1933 artificial famine, Mr.
Marmazov referred instead to what he
called the "famine of 1993." "The ideas
of socialism and Marxism-Leninism did
not suffer a defeat, but their implementation did," he said. Mr. Marmazov said
what took the USSR 70 years to build is
being stolen away in two years. The
Communists suffered the most from persecutions, he said.
Mr. S y m o n e n k o said p e o p l e ' s
deputies who attended the congress met
with difficulties. Ukrainian officials
have invalidated entire lists of signatures
demanding the party's legalization when
only one address on the list was wrong,
he said. F u r t h e r m o r e , he said, no
U k r a i n i a n court has ever found the
Ukrainian Communist Party guilty of
involvement in the 1991 putsch, he said.
Mr. Symonenko said the Ukrainian
party protects the rights of workers,
peasants and the working intelligentsia.
In his opinion, if the party were legalized, it would become the largest political o r g a n i z a t i o n in the century and
would draw 30 percent of the vote if an
election were held now.
When questioned on issues such as
the party's relationship with the Russian
Communist Party and the reclamation of
(Continued on page 17)

KYYIV — The Beer Lovers Party
became a political reality here on
June 25, reported Reuters. The party
is d e t e r m i n e d to win seats in
Parliament and become a powerful
political force, a kingmaker, rivaling
its sister party in neighboring Poland.
According to the daily Moloda
Ukraina, the party, having existed
unofficially for two years with over
2,500 members, had officially registered itself with the Justice Ministry
this week. *
Party chairman Petro Sehienko
said the Beer Lovers were for "building a society for people with decent
living conditions for both work and
recreation."
Inspiration for the party came from
the Polish Beer Lovers Party, which
won 16 (sixteen!) seats in 1991 elections but has since tragically split into
"Wielke Piwo" (Big Beer) and "Male
Piwo" ( Small Beer) factions.
In an expression of total confidence in their group's ability to exert
a strong influence on Ukrainian politics, party officials indicated thay had
a plan brewing to capture five percent
of the seats in the next Parliament.
Ukrainian politics have become
badly fragmented with the creation of
(Continued on page 4)
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Harvard offers Ukraine seminar
geared toward professionals
JERSEY CITY — The Harvard
University Ukrainian Research Institute
has responded to requests for inforniation on Ukraine for businesspersons and
professionals by organizing a one-week
intensive seminar, to be held on the
Harvard University campus in
Cambridge from August 1 to 7.
The forum, titled "Ukraine: The
Historical Legacy, Current Trends,
Future Prospects," will consist of panels,
lectures, films and discussions on the
prospects for economic reform and
doing business in Ukraine; military
affairs and the problem of nuclear
weapons in Ukraine; Ukraine's place in
the emerging international community;
the physical and human geography of
Ukraine; historical and cultural heritage;
the politics of transition from Soviet
dependency to national sovereignty;
environmental, social and ethnic issues.
Speaking at the seminar are a host of
the most distinguished Ukrainologists in
the world. Among them Harvard
University professors Drs. George
Grabowicz, Roman Szporluk, Michael
Flier, Andrew Sorokowski, Zenovia
Sochor, Lubomyr Hajda; Dr. David
Marples, the University of Alberta; Dr.
Roman Solchanyk, RFE/RL Research
Institute; Dr. Paul Goble, Carnegie

Kravchukasks...
(Continued from page 1)
nuclear disarmament in Ukraine."
In the five-page letter, Mr. Kravchuk
also asks the G-7 members for $100 mil
lion (U.S.) for a private small business
development fund which would be head
ed by the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development.
Other projects Mr. Kravchuk outlined
in his letter include a Privatization Fund
of $300 million (U.S.) as well as a
Stabilization Fund totaling $1 to $1.5
billion (U.S.) to help introduce
Ukraine's national currency, the hryvnia,
by the end of this year.
In his letter. President Kravchuk
noted that "the Pariiament is currently in
its closing stages of debate about the rat
ification of START I and adherence to
the NPT. One of the main questions
which will determine the positive out
come of this issue by pariiament, is the
allocation of both technical and financial
aid by the international community
which will be adequate for Ukraine's
losses and for the liquidation of nuclear
weapons. We hope that the memberstates of the G-7 will play the role of
leaders in the organization of such aid
for Ukraine, in particular through the
creation of all international fund to sup
port nuclear disarmament in Ukraine."
The G-7 country leaders met in Tokyo
on July 7-9. President Kravchuk sent his
letter to Tokyo and to embassies in those
countries in Kyyiv.

Beer lovers...
(Continued from page 3)
dozens of political parties. The national
ist Rukh party commands about nine per
cent of the potential vote, according to a
recent Kyyiv opinion poll. In such cir
cumstances it is within the realm of pos
sibilities that the Beer Lovers Party will
transform itself into a major force and
bring new meaning to the concept of
"ferment" in Ukraine.
Where do we join?"

Endowment for International Peace; Dr.
Gertrude Schroeder, the University of
Virginia.
Dr. Hajda, who has organized the
course, says he first saw a need for
instruction on Ukraine for professionals,
journalists and businesspersons about
two years ago, when the mix of students
attending HURTs well-established
Ukrainian summer program became
much more non-traditional. "Last year
one-third of all the enrolled students
were non-Ukrainian and were taking
classes for professional rather than senti
mental reasons," he said.
From that observation came the move
to organize a one week course for those
who cannot spare the eight weeks the
summer program entails.
Since barely several weeks remain to
register, those interested are asked to
contact Dr. Lubomyr Hajda at HURL
Please call (617) 495-4053 or fax (617)
495-8097.

Foreign Affairs...
(Continued from page 1)
"We are a nuclear state. And the
Lisbon Protocol is just a piece of paper
you can use in the toilet," added Mr.
Horyn.
Political analysts, on the other hand,
say control over nuclear weapons means
that the state has the power to launch
them, which is not the case in Ukraine. It
has yet to develop the codes required to
fire the weapons.
Unrealistic suspicions
"To talk about Ukraine as a state that
can make use of its nuclear weapons —
this is simply not realistic, and no one
should suspect us of this," said President
Kravchuk at a press conference last
week.
Offering reassurances to the West,
Deputy Foreign Minister Borys Tarasiuk
said the amendment passed on Friday,
July 2, by the Supreme Council "doesn't
change Ukraine's attitude towards the
nuclear weapons deployed on its territo
ry," and underscores the fact that
Ukraine intends to become a non-nuclear
state in the future.
A provision in the foreign policy doc
trine passed on July 2 and authored by
the Committee on Foreign Relations in
the Supreme Council, which is chaired
by Dmytro Pavlychko states:
"Proceeding from the [recognition of]
devastating consequences of nuclear war
for all mankind, Ukraine considers the
use of nuclear weapons inadmissible.
"Ukraine in its international activity
resolutely speaks in favor of total
nuclear disarmament. Having become,
due to the historical circumstances, an
owner of the nuclear weapons it inherit
ed from the former Soviet Union,
Ukraine will never authorize its use and
excludes from its foreign policy arsenal
the threat of use of nuclear weapons."
The Foreign Ministry in its statement
issued July 7 explained: "The formula
tion adopted by the Supreme Council
only fixes the situation regarding nuclear
weapons that was determined legally in
the law on Economic Sovereignty of the
Ukrainian SSR on August 3, 1990, and
in the Law on Enterprises, Institutions
and Organizations under the union's
subordination located on the territory of
Ukraine of September 10, 1991."
The Foreign Ministry document went
on to say that the two laws are based on
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Ukrainian atliletes participate
in World University Games
BUFFALO N.Y.—The World
University Games have arrived in this
city. From July 8 through July 18 ath
letes from around the world are partici
pating in all forms of summer sports
including track and field, gymnastics,
water sports and equestrian events.
Ukraine intended to send a team of 150
athletes, coaches and officials to this
important international competition. Due
to financial constraints, however, the
number actually here is approximately
70. The team is headed by Valeri
Borzov, two-time Olympic gold medal
ist, minister of sport and youth and presi
dent of the National Olympic Committee
of Ukraine.
Some of the more prominent athletes
include Oleksander Klymenko, who won
second place in the shot put at the 1992
European Championship, current World
Cup foil leader Serhiy Holubytsky, and
Lyudmyla Stovbchata, a rising star in the

world of gymnastics.
. The Buffalo Group has organized
Friends of Ukrainian Athletes in order to
aid the Ukrainian team. The co-chairmen
of this group are Joseph Grega and Nick
Lewczyk. As there is a great financial
need on the part of Ukraine's team ( one
can imagine the costs involved in the
transport and maintenance of 150 peo
ple). Friends of Ukrainian Athletes urge
the Ukrainian-American and UkrainianCanadian communities to be as generous
as possible in providing aid. Taxdeductible contributions may be sent to:
Friends of Ukrainian Athletes c/o
U.H.D. Federal Credit Union, 562
Genesee St., Buffalo, NY 14204.

international law regarding the succes
sion of states.
According to the aforementioned
Ukrainian law of 1991, "the property
and financial funds of the enterprises,
institutions, organizations and other
establishments under the union's subor
dination situated on the territory of
Ukraine are the property of Ukraine."
Thus, Ukraine is Йіе owner of the strate
gic nuclear forces deployed on its territo
ryThe Foreign Ministry also stated:
"Ukraine, as the owner of [these] nuclear
weapons, transferred the right to use
them to the Joint Command of the
Strategic Forces of the CIS under the
condition that it have control over their
non-use. Ukraine's right of possession of
nuclear weapons doesn't contradict its
aspirations to achieve future non-nuclear
status as well as respective provisions of
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
(NPT)."
The Foreign Ministry emphasized that
Ukraine has not changed its intention to
become a state that adheres to three nonnuclear principles: not to receive, not to
manufacture and not to acquire nuclear
weapons, but only confirmed its right to
the property located on its territory.

can we say that Ukraine has joined the
nuclear club. It does not have the status
of a nuclear state now as the Washington
Post and the International Herald
Tribune reported over the weekend,"
said Mr. Sergeyev.
The foreign policy doctrine adopted
by the Parliament on July 2 does not
have any legal binding for Ukraine. Mr.
Durdynets has said that adoptions of the
guidelines does not mean they will be
realized in full.
According to Mr. Pavlychko, his addi
tion to the foreign policy doctrine is in
agreement with Ukraine's draft of its
military doctrine, which has not yet
passed in the Parliament, but will be law.
In effect, the inclusion of Mr.
Pavlychko's statement means that
Ukraine is a nuclear state and can ratify
START I as a nuclear state. It cannot
however, ratify the Lisbon Protocol,
which states that Ukraine is a nonnuclear state.

Zlenko proposal rejected
Foreign Minister Anatoliy Zlenko had
submitted his proposal for a policy doc
trine, which did not pass in the
Parliament.
That version stated: "Ukraine in its
foreign policy supports total nuclear dis
armament, does not sanction the use of
nuclear weapons which it inherited from
the former USSR, and excludes from its
foreign policy arsenal the threat of use of
nuclear weapons."
Both versions end with the statement
that "Ukraine affirms its intention of
becoming a non-nuclear state in the
future."
However, in accordance with parlia
mentary procedure, any correction or
clarification, such as the proposal sub
mitted by Mr. Pavlychko, must be voted
on separately. However, this was not
done on Friday, July 2.
The controversy between which text
was adopted in the Parliament continued
for almost a week and caused quite a stir
in the Western press, which reported that
Ukraine had proclaimed itself a nuclear
state.
"Only when Kyyiv refuses to accede
to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty

Equally important is attendance at the
Games by the community. For further
information about event dates, times and
locations please call Friends of
Ukrainian Athletes at (716) 892-8002.

Kuchma supports...
(Continued from page 1)
Yeltsin agreed to have Ukraine buy gas
and fuel from Russia at world prices, but
Mr.. Kuchma said that "in today's eco
nomic situation, Ukraine cannot survive
world prices."
Mr. Kuchma supplied two reasons for
the continuing decline in Ukraine's
economy. "Every month gas and oil
prices will continue to grow. I feel that
today we can reach a decision witF
Russia concerning a moratorium on the
shaф increase of prices for energy," said
the prime minister, who returned from
the Baltic states on Wednesday, July 7.
He also blamed the dismal economy
on the fact that so many enteфrises con
tinue to exist on the state budget. "It
would be easier for us to pay unemploy
ment than maintain these enterprises,"
said Mr. Kuchma.
However, Mr. Kuchma told reporters
that a Ukrainian national currency, the
hryvnia, should be introduced immedi
ately. "We have the basis to believe that
we will receive a stabilization fund from
the world."
Currently, Ukraine's inflation rate is
32 to 33 percent per month.
Mr. Kuchma and Mr. Kravchuk do,
however, agree on one thing. They both
claim that Ukraine has temporary owner
ship of its nuclear arsenal.
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UNA Seniors meet at Soyuzivka Executive Committee focuses
on first quarter UNA operations
JERSEY CITY, N.J. — The upcom
ing і 00th anniversaries of the Svoboda
Ukrainian-language daily newspaper and
Ihe Ukrainian National Association were
among the topics covered during the regular quarterly meeting of the UNA
Supreme Executive C o m m i t t e e . T h e
meeting also examined UNA operations
during the first quarter of 1993.
Supreme President Ulana Diachuk
chaired the April 30 meeting. Also pre
sent were: Supreme Vice-President
Nestor O l e s n y c k y , S u p r e m e VicePresidentess Gloria Paschen, Supreme
Secretary Walter Sochan, Supreme
Treasurer Alexander Blahitka and the
chairman of the Supreme Auditing
Committee, William Pastuszek.
Supreme treasurer's report

UNA Supreme Advisor Anne Remick congratulates Gene Woloshyn on his election,
for the eighth time, as president of the Ukrainian National Association Seniors.
K E R H O N K S O N , N.Y. — The
Ukrainian National Association Seniors
had one of their most successful con
claves at the Soyuzivka on June 13-18 as
the 19th conference was addressed by
accomplished speakers.
Gene Woloshyn, who was elected for
the eighth time to head the group,
opened the conference. Irene Russnak of
Rochester, N.Y., read a commentary in
Ukrainian on observances of the 60th
anniversary of the Great Famine in
Ukraine. Judge Anna Chopek of Los
Alamos, N.M., read the same in English.
The group elected Mrs. Russnak as
chairperson and Olga Liteplo of
Brooldyn, N.Y., as co-chaiфerson of the
conference. English Secretary was Eya
Uzych of Wallingford, Pa., and the
Ukrainian secretary was Helen Trenkler
of East Providence, R.I.
The conference was blessed with out-

Seventeeo-month-old Peter Paul
Z e l i n k a has wheels a n d a j u v e n i l e
membership certificate issued by UNA
Branch 230 in Youngstown, Ohio. He
is a son of Peter and Elizabeth Church
Zelinka, who reside in Canfield, Ohio.

standing speakers during the week. Col.
Yuriy Grynenko of the Ukrainian Army
spoke about his experience as a student
at the U.S. Army War College in Carlile,
Pa. The seniors showed their affection
with a gift for the colonel and his family.
Dr. Bohdan Burachinsky, president of
the Coordinating Committee to Aid
Ukraine spoke to the seniors on the work
being done in Ukraine with the funds
contributed to the committee. The con
ference voted to give $500, realized
from the auction for Ukraine, to be used
towards books for Ukraine.
Judge Chopek gave a very interesting
and educational address on wills and liv
ing trusts, which provoked many ques
tions from the assembly.
This was followed by a talk by Elaine
Woloshyn, daughter of Estelle and Gene
W o l o s h y n , on the subject
of
" C o m m u n i t y R e s o u r c e s for Senior
Citizens." Ms. Woloshyn has a back
ground in services related to seniors,
having been the executive director of the
Area Agency о - Aging in Cleveland.
Currently she is и»е executive director of
"Info-Line" in Akron, Ohio.
On Thursday
afternoon,
the
Resolutions Committee composed of
Judge Chopek (Chairperson), Joseph
Lesawyer, Dr. Romaa Baranowsky,
W o l o d y m y r Barahura and Daniel
Slcjodiar- presenleu ^heir resolutions,
vv ch were passed аГс^г « о т е discussi>' a. The.e \^ • ' ^•J .."I)--.led at a later
oatc.
Ukraif' :
'O'^ - Association
""esident JL>
- '
. '^poke to the
'>L.iiors on Ше si
UNA, which
was most imprc^
; " jparations for
ihe 100th amr^ -sar . )f Svoboda and
irr UNA л'о.е -NO described. Robert
Cook. V ' J
^ financial planning
cxpc'L aibtubb'^ Dme new propositions
of і merest to the ^eniors.
The main speaker at the banquet was
Lesia-Kolcio-Matijcio of Clifton, N.J.,
who related her experiences teaching
(Continued on page 20)

The first to report was the supreme
treasurer. UNA assets as of the end of
March had increased by $1,753,417 to
$70,723,723. Drring the 12-month peri
od from Marc:: 31^1992, to March 31,
1993, assets cA the UNA grew by $4.3
million.
Membership dues increased during
the first three months of this year by
$170,000, while premiums collected on
annuities grew by approximately $1 mil
lion in comparison with the first quarter
of last year.
Death benefits paid out decreased by
$72,000; they totalled $191,821 for
January through March.
Regarding the Ukrainian National
Urban Renewal Corp., Mr. Blahitka
reported that income at the UNA head
quarters building increased to $774,937
during the first three months of 1993,
while expenses for that period were
$476,235, leaving a profit of $298,702.
As of the date of the meeting, the
UNA building had an 85 percent occu
pancy rate.
Report of supreme secretary
Organizers and branch secretaries
organized 432 new members in the first
three months of 1993, for a total of
$3,480,100 in new policies. The average
insurance policy was for $8,056, Mr.
Sochan reported. The membership count
was: January, 151; February, 128; and
March, 153.
The outstanding aspect in this period
was the significant number of juvenile
policies: 44 in January, 62 in February
and 58 in March, totalling 164. The adult
department had 218. The most popular
incurance plans in the juvenile depart
ment were: P-20, E-20 and E-18, and in
the adult P-20, E-20 and Whole Life.
The UNA, from October 1, 1990, to
March 31, 1993, has issued 460 annu
ities, with initial premiums of over $4
million, the supreme secretary noted.
Total UNA membership as of March
stood at 65,027, which is composed of
37,050 active, or dues-paying members
and 27,977 paid-up policies, or those on
extended term. In the first quarter of
1993, the UNA lost 246 members.
Endowment policies purchased by
parents or grandparents and prepaid in
advance are the U N A ' s best sellers.
Because premiums are prepaid at a 6
percent annual discount rate, these poli
cies enjoy a great popularity among our
membership, Mr. Sochan explained.
In January, new annuity policies were
introduced; secretaries are becoming

more familiar with them and increasing
ly more successful at selling them.
The UNA is continuing efforts to
have its new term policies, new applica
tions and new medical forms approved
by various states. This is a slow and
tedious process that largely depends on
the insurance department of each state
where the UNA is licensed to transact
business.
The new universal life policy has
already been approved by some states,
among them. New Jersey. Thus, they
should be able to issue these policies
shortly. With the coming of universal
life products, Mr. Sochan noted, the
UNA must upgrade its computer system
so that it will have the capability to han
dle this more complex and sophisticated
product. The UNA is alrexidy introducing
this new computer system.
Vice-presidents' reports
Mrs. Paschen reported on her partici
pation in a meeting of the Cleveland
UNA District Committee and presented
several comments on the UNA By-Laws,
which are now being revised. As well,
she reported on centennial commemora
tions being readied.
Mr. Olesnycky also spoke on his par
ticipation in UNA district committee
m e e t i n g s in Detroit, Chicago and
Newark, as well as about his work as
chairman of the Special Committee on
Revision of the UNA By-Laws.
Supreme president's report
Mrs. Diachuk delivered the final
report in which she concentrated, first of
all, on the enrollment of new members
into the Ukrainian National Association.
During the first quarter of 1993, she
noted, 432 persons joined the UNA by
taking out life insurance certificates for a
total of $348,000.
The highest number of new members
was enrolled by Miron Pilipiak of
Branch 496. His 33 members are insured
for $165,000. Second place in the orga
nizing campaign was taken by Supreme
Auditor Pastuszek, who enrolled 23
members for $181,000 of insurance cov
erage. In third place was Michael Turko
of Branch 63, who had 20 new members
insured for $113,000. Joseph Chabon
enrolled 13 members, but in terms of
insurance sold was in first place with
$619,000. The champion organizer in
Canada, continued Mrs. Diachuk, was
Lilian Zanewycz of Branch 44 K who
signed up nine new members.
UNA members and branch secretaries
sold 39 annuities for a total of
$440,228.97.
In terms of meeting annual quotas, the
supreme president reported that as of the
end of the first quarter of 1993, the fol
lowing were the top districts: Central!a,
70 percent; Pittsburgh, 43 percent; and
Montreal, 36 percent.
As of April 29, the UNA's profession
al sales force had enrolled 11 new mem
bers for life insurance coverage of
$269,000 (an average of $25 (^УЗ) and
had-sold 105 annuities for die ІЛІ of
$1,724,600.85, said Мгч Diachuk.
Turning to other UNA WDt'iv\ .he
supreme presiciCi)? ісрок'.^ -.'луї
Wolodymyr Lewenci.'. \< ^^ re- ':: . ^олі
the S v o b o d a e d i t o i a . siafr. ль did
(Continued on page.20)
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Rutgers and Kyyiv State create exchange program

Presidents Viktor Skopenko (seated left) and Francis L. Lawrence (seated right) sign the Kyyiv State UniversityRutgers—The State University of New Jersey scholarly exchange agreement. They are flanked by Petro Kononenko
(left), dean of Kyyiv State, and Nobuo K. Shimahara (right), acting dean of the Graduate School of Education at Rutgers.
by Khristina Lew
NEW BRUNSWICK, N J. — In the spirit of today's era
of partnership, the presidents of Rutgers—The State
University of New Jersey and Kyyiv State University signed
a five-year scholarly exchange agreement here on June 16.
Rutgers President Francis L. Lawrence and Kyyiv State
President Viktor Skopenko sealed a relationship 15 years in
the making at the President's Office on the Old Queen's
campus. The agreement opens the door to the exchanges of
faculty between the two universities and cooperative efforts
in research and scholarly publications, "while encouraging
the development of other sorts of scholarly activities of
mutual interest." Pursuant to the agreement's mandate, an
exchange of graduate students is being discussed for the
1994-1995 academic year.
The signing of the Rutgers-Kyyiv State agreement,
according to Kenneth W. Wheeler, acting director of
Rutgers' Office of International Programs, was just a formali
ty as ties between the two universities had already existed.
Rutgers boasts five full professors of Ukrainian descent
among its faculty. Within the framework of the newly signed
agreement, Taras Hunczak, professor of history at RutgersNewark, will teach political history of the 20th century on a
Fulbright Scholarship at Kyyiv State this fall.

President Lawrence, addressing President Skopenko,
Petro Kononenko, dean of Kyyiv State and director of its
Institute of Ukrainian Studies, and Volodymyr Zabihaylo,
counselor at the Embassy of Ukraine in Washington, empha
sized that Rutgers seeks partnerships with universities that
have similar missions. "It's really those natural ties that
make for partnership," he said.
The eighth oldest institution of higher education in the
U.S., Rutgers was chartered in 1766 as Queen's College and
assumed university status in 1924. Its three campuses in
New Brunswick, Newark and Camden have an enrollment of
48,000 undergraduate and graduate students and boast a fac
ulty of 2,650.
Kyyiv State was established in 1834 after the Polish
Rebellion of 1830-1831 convinced Tsar Nicholas I that the
Right Bank of Ukraine, which until that time had been domi
nated by a Polish school system, had to be Russified. The
second university (after bCharkiv) to be opened in Russianruled Ukraine, Kyyiv State became a center of revolutionary
activity and national awakening despite the tsar's intention
that it become an instrument of Russification. By the 20th
century, it had established itself as one of the leading univer
sities within the Russian Empire. Today, in an independent
(Continued on page 22)
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La Salle U to offer
European studies
PHILADELPHIA — La Salle
University will offer the area's only
graduate program in Central and Eastern
European Studies this fall. This part-time
master of arts degree program, which
will begin on September 9 at the main
campus, 1900 W. Olney Ave., is one of a
few nationwide.
Dr. Leo Rudnytzky, director of the
new program, emphasized the tremen
dous need for this program today and
said the need will become even greater
in the 21st century.
"The demise of the Soviet Union and
the reunification of Germany have dri
ven to the forefront the desire of the
nations of Central and Eastern Europe to
be independent, to be themselves," Prof.
Rudnytzky explained. "Each one will
require a separate policy, separate treat
ment and therefore more study, more
knowledge and the possibility of doing
greater and better business."
This innovative master's degree pro
gram will include an interdisciplinary
approach to the study of Central and
Eastern Europe from two perspectives.
The more practical perspective will be
economic, political and business orient
ed, while the traditional perspective will
be focused on the humanities, literature,
and culture oriented.
Among the courses offered are:
"Cultures of Central and Eastern
Europe," "Democratic Development of
Eastern Europe," "Great German
Thinkers," "Modem History of Eastern
Europe," "Intro to Economics: Central
and Eastern Europe," "Masteфieces of
Slavic Literature" and "Opportunities in
Central and Eastern European Markets."
The program is designed to attract
teachers, entrepreneurs and businesspersons, as well as the emigre community.
Among the admissions requirements are
a bachelor's degree, two letters of rec
ommendation, and results of the Miller
Analogies Test.
For more information contact Dr. Leo
Rudnytzky, director. La Salle
University's Central and Eastern
European Studies Program, (215) 9511200.

UNR documents
scheduled for
transfer to Kyyiv
by Christopher Guly

Dean Kononenko (left) presents President Lawrence (far riglit) with a traditional Ukrainian embroidered cloth as
President Skopenko (second from left) and Taras Hunczak, professor of history at Rutgers-Newark, look on.

OTTAWA - A major collection of
documents of the govemment-in-exile of
the Ukrainian National Republic, stored
for the past 73 years at the National
Archives of Canada in Ottawa, might
return to Kyyiv within the year.
Myron Momryk, program head of the
multicultural archives program of the
manuscript division, said that details
have yet to be finalized for the transfer.
For instance, a decision needs to be
reached on whether to send original doc
uments or microfilm copies to Ukraine.
Ukrainian officials met with their
Canadian counterparts last fall in
Ottawa.
Although other archival materials
from the exiled Ukrainian government
are currently stored in Munich,
Philadelphia and Minneapolis, Mr.
Momryk noted that Ottawa clearly has
the bulk of the historic holdings.
The materials date back to the extra
territorial government established in
(Continued on page 21)
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Harvard Ukrainian Studies journal Lawrence Mysak elected president
marks 15 years witli double issue of Canada's Academy of Science
by Marius L. Cybulski
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — Completing
the journal's fifteen year presence in the
international scholarly community, the
latest double issue of " H a r v a r d
Ukrainian Studies" (vol. XV, #3/4, 465
pp.) opens with a discussion of
Ukrainian Modernism, a cultural trend at
the turn of the 19th century encompassin literature such figures as Olha
kv^oylianska, Lesia Ukrayinka, Hnat
Khotkevych or Mykhailo Vorony. Three
participants in the discussion: Danylo
Husar Struk, Maxim Tamawsky, both of
the University of Toronto, and Oleh S.
Ilnytzkyj, of the University of Alberta,
present essays analyzing selected aspects
of M o d e r n i s m in the history of
Ukrainian literature. The contribution of
the fourth participant, "Commentary:
Exorcising Ukrainian Modernism," by
G e o r g e G. G r a b o w i c z , the D m y t r o
Chyzhevsky Professor of Ukrainian
Literature at Harvard University, surveys
and synthesizes the views expressed in
the essays. The authors' brief responses
conclude the section.
The discussion, now presented to the
reader, originally took place at the
Annual Convention of the American
Association for the Advancement of
Slavic Studies held in Washington, D.C.,
in
October
1990.
Addressing
M o d e r n i s m ' s other aspects: literary
genre, style and influence, the discussion
continued at the Association's Annual
C o n v e n t i o n in M i a m i , Florida, in
November 1991. Further rounds concentrating on individual authors, historiography and literary criticism have been
scheduled for upcoming conventions.
All contributions will eventually be published in a single volume as the first significant English-language analysis of
this neglected period in Ukrainian liter-

ary history.
Among the journal's articles, "Lower
Scythia in the Western European
Geographical Tradition at the Time of
the C r u s a d e s " by Leonid S. Chekin
(Colgate University) examines the image
of Eastern Europe, specifically the area
between the Don and the Danube, in the
geographical literature of the 11 th-12th
centuries. The article has been supplied
with indices and three medieval maps
showing the territory of Rus'.
An item of religious, cultural and literary interest is the article "Vyshensky's
Writings among the Old Believers" by
Harvey Goldblatt (Yale University), an
authority on the life and activity of Ivan
V y s h e n s k y . An early 16th century
Ukrainian monk who ended up in the
monasteries of Mount Athos in Greece,
Vyshensky has been a figure notoriously
abused and misrepresented in the religious, cultural and ideological debates of
the last hundred years.
The purely literary merits of
V y s h e n s k y ' s polemical expositions,
epistles and dialogues make him perhaps
the most notable writer of the Ukrainian
cultural revival of the late 16th and early
17th centuries. However, the shallow
message and belligerent manner of his
presentation and the lack of contemporary interest in his w o r k s r e d u c e
Vyshensky to an isolated, insignificant
individual c o n s u m e d by a p s e u d o prophetic mania of grandeur. His scorn
for learning and the unbridled antiEastern rite Catholic tendency of his
polemical writings, sent by him from
Mount Athos to the homeland for what
he intended to be admonition and chastisement, repulsed even his co-religionists, so much so that only one item of
Vyshensky's output was ever printed in
(Continued on page 15)

M O N T R E A L — L a w r e n c e A.
Mysak, founding director of the McGill
Center for Climate and Global Change
Research and Canada Steamship Line's
Professor in the D e p a r t m e n t of
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, was
elected in April to a three-year term as
president of the 800-member Academy
of Science, the largest of the three academies of the Royal Society of Canada
(RSC), the country's national academy.
Dr. M y s a k is a graduate of the
U n i v e r s i t y of Alberta, A d e l a i d e
University and Harvard University. He
was formerly professor of mathematics
and oceanography at the University of
British Columbia, Vancouver, where he
was active in research on the applications of mathematics to fluid mechanics
and oceanography.
In particular, he has made notable
contributions to the field of ocean wave
p r o p a g a t i o n (he is c o - a u t h o r with
P.LeBlond of "Waves in the Ocean," for
which they were awarded the President's
Prize of the Canadian Meteorological
arid Oceanographic Society), the stability of geophysical flows and the influence
of ocean climate fluctuations such as El
Nino on fish migration and population.
Since moving to McGill in 1986, Dr.
Mysak has established a research group
working on modelling and data analysis
studies of air-ice-sea interactions and
natural climate variability on decade-tocentury time scales.
He has published over 150 research
papers, and has given over 250 conference presentations and lectures around
the world. Dr. Mysak has taken sabbaticals at the University of Cambridge, the
N a t i o n a l C e n t e r for A t m o s p h e r i c
Research (Boulder, Colo.) and at the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
(Zurich).
He is a m e m b e r of the C a n a d i a n

Sheptytsky Institute fonnally registered in Ottawa
by Christopher Guly
O T T A W A — After four years of
w a i t i n g , the M e t r o p o l i t a n Andrey
Sheptytsky Institute of Eastern Christian
Studies at St. Paul University in Ottawa
has officially been recognized and is $1
million richer.
On June 11, representatives of the
institute, the university and Canada's
Ukrainian Catholic hierarchy, who were

responsible for its transfer from Chicago
to Ottawa in 1990, signed the formal
contract. Beyond the symbolism of the
signing ceremony, the institute also
received a $1 million (Canadian) donation from a retired Edmonton couple.
Peter and Doris Kule's gift will establish the institute's first Chair in Eastern
Christian Theology and Spirituality.
Their donation will be invested, with the

accrued interest to be used to hire a
scholar, who will be chosen during the
coming academic year.
"We wanted to make a relevant donadon to the Ukrainian Catholic Church
and though that assisdng the institute
would help to ensure more people would
learn about their faith," said Mr. Kule, a
72-year-old redred accountant and board
(Continued on page 18)

Present during the ceremonies transferring the Sheptytsky Institute to St. Paul University in Ottawa are: (seated from left)
the Rev. Andriy Chirovsky, the Rev. Colin Levangie, Metropolitan Michael Bzdel, the Rev. Pierre Hurtubise, Archbishop
Maxim Hermaniuk, Eugene Cherwick, and Peter and Doris Kule. Members of the Ukrainian community and representatives of the theology faculty look on.

Dr. Lawrence A. Mysak
M e t e o r o l o g i c a l and O c e a n o g r a p h i c
Society, the American Meteorological
Society, the American Geophysical
Union and the Oceanographic Society,
and has served on the International
Council of Scientific unions/UNESCO
Committee on Climatic Changes and the
Ocean.
Dr. Mysak was elected to the RSC in
1986, and was elected vice-president in
1991. He is currently chair of the 1993
annual general meeting program committee and co-chair of the fund-raising
c o m m i t t e e for the R S C - U k r a i n i a n
Academy of Science exchanges. Dr.
Mysak is also a member of the boards of
the Canadian Climate Program and the
S o c i e t y ' s C a n a d i a n Global C h a n g e
Program (CGCP). During 1987-1990, he
was deputy chair of the CGCP's working
group on marine-atmosphere interactions.

Canada and Ukraine
establish scholarly
exchange program
OTTAWA — The Royal Society of
Canada (RSC), the country's nadonal
academy, has recenUy signed a memorandum of agreement with the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences, establishing a
bilateral program of exchange lectureships.
Under the agreement, there will be an
annual exchange of disdnguished scholars from Ukraine to Canada and viceversa, on alternate years for a period of
one to two weeks, to speak to specialized
audiences as well as the general public.
Similar exchange programs have been
in existence for many years with the
Royal Society of London and the
Academic des Sciences de Paris, and
have recently been established with
Poland, Italy and India. The program is
part of RSC's expanding network of
contacts with other nadonal academies.
In order to implement the exchange
program the RSC has launched a fundraising c a m p a i g n , headed by Dr.
Lawrence Mysak, recently elected president of R S C ' s Academy of Science
(McGill U n i v e r s i t y ) and Dr. Juriy
Darewych (York University), assisted by
Dr. M.P. Bachynsky (Montreal), Dr.
Roma
Franko
(University
of
S a s k a t c h e w a n ) , Dr. Peter Kondra
( W i n n i p e g ) , H o n . Justice W a l t e r
(Continued (m page 18)
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Journalisfs notebook
In Ukraine

U k r a i n e ' s nukes
This week, the Supreme Council of Ukraine declared that the nuclear
weapons located on Ukraiiiian territory arc the property of Ukraine. That decla
ration came in a vote on the foreign policy doctrine of Ukraine passed by
Parliament on July 2 by СІ vote of 2 2 6 - 5 . The Parliament's vote immediately
alarmed the WesL whicli fears і ai L aine, now the world's third largest
nucr ' po\\..'\ п(.ї )y choice but by vinue of its 'Inheritance'' from the USSR,
will
JiLh •! re? lin a nuclear slate, will not ratify START I and will not
accL io i'; Wucl' ar Nori-Prolif;-'ation Treaty.
Ti-v- Uki ипіап farliamcnt, in i .laring that the nukes on Ukrainian territory
are ІічГаїМ'- ^ has taken what many had seen as the logical next step.(In fact, the
vole re-aflirmed Ukrainian laws of 1990 and 1991 regarding ownership on the
territory of Ukraine and is in keeping with the Vienna Convention on succes
sion of states.) By officially claiming ownership, Ukraine wishes to have the
final say over the dismantling of these weapons. As President Kravchuk said,
''My feeling is thai it should be set down that Ukraine must be the owner of
nuclear weapons on its territory pending their destruction." However, he added
thaf he felt Ukraine should be nuclear-free.That position was underscored by the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs which stated on July 7 that Ukraine supports
nuclear disarmament and rejects the "threat of use of nuclear weapons," and that
the Parlianicm's declaration of ownership has not changed Ukraine's intent to
become a non-nuclear state.
A recent length} article in The Washington Post had warned that Ukraine,
though it docs not now have control over the nuclear warheads on its territory,
could gain what is called "positive operational control," that is, the ability to
independently manage and launch these weapons,within one to two years. It
could gain "negative control," or the ability to block nuclear launches from its
territory, much more quickly. In fact, this is something Ukraine is striving for,
as President Leonid Kravchuk told The Post: "We don't want these nuclear
weapons to be launched by some other state without our control. We would be
responsible before mankind if this happens. That's why we want the right to
technically block any possible launching."
The U.S. and the West would like I'kraine to give up all its nukes, and thus
maintain the present number of members of the nuclear club. Thus far, however,
the U.S. and the West have been none too accommodating, largely ignoring
Ukraine's repeated entreaties for definitive security guarantees and financial
compensation for de-nuclearizing. What has been missing is an appreciation of
the historical and political background to the Ukraine-Russia relationship. (It is
not difficult to understand the unpleasant feeling of sitting on this territory, next
to a neighbor they see no reason to trust," one diplomat in Kyyiv recently told
The New York Times.)
Seen against the backdrop of the foregoing, the Ukrainian Parliament's vote
last week should not be viewed as the act of a renegade nuclear state holding its
finger menacingly on the nuclear button.. Rather, it should be accepted as a dec
laration of the sovereign rights of an independent state that wants complete
control over its own destiny.

Turning the oages ^ack...
Princess Olha, a noblc^ oman \ -obably born in 890 and
probably of Slavic backg: -^id, т.іч^ссі Ky\iv's Prince Ihor
Olehovych of the Riuryki
nasi}. She v^ a->
nved by her
luckless husband's tax-collecting mishap. Accon' - 'o tb chro'^ cles, while aitempting to subdue a tribe called the Derevlianians. \\\o\ nhi a mosN\ end when tlie latter
tied him to the ends of two trees bent low and then allow.чі them to spring back.
Olha avenged her husband by burning the tribe's towns to the ground, but then
established a somewhat less extortionist system ol tributes that provided a stable base
for the growing Kyyivan state.
Since Ihor's son, Sviatoslav (eventually known as The Conqueror) was only 3 at
the time of his father's death, Olha served as the regent during the minority of
Sviatoslav (945-957), and later during his far-ranging military campaigns against the
Bulgars, Khazars, etc. Due to her influence, Slavs gained ascendancy in a court for
merly dominated by the Nordic Varangians. She was also the first of Kyyiv's rulers
to establish direct contact with central and west European rulers.
As were many of the early sovereigns of Rus', Princess Olha was initially a pagan.
In keeping with family tradition, and with his own obstreperous and ambitious nature,
Ihor had antagonized Byzantium, and suffered for it. Olha traveled to Constantinople
to ease the friction and improve commercial relations.
Impressed, as her grandson Volodymyr the Great would be, by the grand shrines in
Constantinople and religious rites in the Hagia Sophia, she converted to Christianity.
The Primary Chronicle claims she was baptized as Elena in Constantinople on July
11, 955. Others contend she received the sacrament in Kyyiv, prior to her trip to
Byzantium in 957.
In any case, this proved to be a watershed in Ukraine's history. Although Olha
could not convince her son to convert, Sviatoslav tolerated the Christian community
in Kyyiv, and it flourished during his absence and her benign regard.
Olha died in Kyyiv on July 11, 969. Grandson Volodymyr had her remains
reburied in the Church of the Tithes, and Metropolitan Ilarion initiated the Christian
cult of Olha in the 11th century. In the Ukrainian Church, Olha is considered an
equal of the apostles.
Sources: "History,'' "Kievan Rus\" "Olha/' Encyclopedia of Ukraine, Vols. 1-3 {Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, J 986-1993): О rest Suhtelny, "Ukraine: Л History" (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1988).

by Marta Kolomayets
Kyyiv Press Bureau

Rough times in a land of contrasts

Down and out on the streets of Kyyiv.
It may not be visible to the insouciant
tourist, but Ukraine is going through
some rough times. Although kiosks are
bulging with Western goods — Snickers
bars, Adidas running suits, 9 West shoes,
Christian Dior perfumes — staples of
democracy and freedom of choice, few
Ukrainians can afford such extravagant
purchases.
Travelers who are invited to local
homes are always amazed at the feast
their hostess has prepared. The dinner
table is laden with such delicacies as
caviar and pate, and cognac. But few
voyagers know that today this bountiful
table — a Slavic tradition — often repre
sents the last reserves dug out from the
cupboard, where they had been stored
for a rainy day or a Western guest.
Visitors who frequently c o m e to
Ukraine to see family and friends also do
not witness the hardships of everyday
life. They don't get up at the crack of
dawn to stand in line for bread, nor do
they worry about canning and preserving
fruits and vegetables to be able to get
through the winter.
Ukraine's fantastic summer weather,
Kyyiv's romantic tree-lined boulevards,
and majestic golden-domed cityscape
mask the reality of escalating prices and
the falling standard of living. The insid
er's story is one of despair and little
hope for a brighter future.
Ї have been living in Ukraine now for
three years; more specifically, I spend
six to nine months of every year in
Kyyiv as a correspondent. By no means
do I want to say that I deal with daily
hardships to the same extent as the local
residents. But, I do hear stories from all
walks of life. And there is such disparity:
there are very, very rich people here who
drive BMWs, Volvos and Mercedes, and
there are very, very poor people here
who have not had a piece of meat all
year and whose clothes are so tattered,
so threadbare that you can use them for
mosquito netting. There is no middle
class.
Most of my closest friends and col
leagues are journalists and politicians
who live better than the majority of the
populace, but I also socialize with my
neighbors, chat with the women in the
marketplace, exchange information with
my local militia and visit relatives in the
villages of both eastern and western

Ukraine.
Those who live in the villages and in
the countryside are less worried about
the winter months; they have hoarded
away food for the future as well as sup
plied their city cousins with potatoes,
tomatoes and strawberries.
Urban dwellers have a more difficult
time securing foodstuffs for the winter
ahead. Some have leased plots of land
where they grow vegetables; others shop
at the market for fresh fruits to preserve.
But, when a kilogram of strawberries
costs 2,500 coupons and a Kyyiv teacher
takes home 25,000 coupon a month, one
knows that there won't be any strawber
ry jam to spread on the morning slice of
bread in December.
In a recently released sociological
poll, conducted on June 18-20 in Kyyiv
by an independent research institute
called Democratic Initiatives, which is
chaired by Les Taniuk, a member of the
current Supreme Council, only three per
cent of the population surveyed said that
since the newest price increases on June
1 their standard of living has not faiien.
Most Kyyivans agreed that the June 1
price increases were followed by inade
quate salary increases. Also, thirteen
percent of the population surveyed said
their standard of living had decreased,
but not significantly. However, 56 per
cent of those polled said their standard
had decreased significantly, and 28 per
cent noted that now they were below the
poverty line and may die of hunger
the end of the year. In this last categoi^',
49 percent of those were pensioners and
44 percent were part-time workers or
contract workers who do not work
steady jobs.
Inflation in this country has skyrock
eted, but not yet peaked. According to
Boris Markov, who was acting chairman
of the National Bank of Ukraine last
year and remains a parliamentarian, last
year the official inflation rate was 1,600
percent and this year it is about 5 percent
per day, which means that by the end of
the year, it may hit 18,000 percent.
So, things will get worse here before
they get better. Prime Minister Leonid
Kuchma's, economic plans have not been
posted by P a r l i a m e n t . Stagnation
abounds. For more than 70 years these
people depended on the state to take
(Continued on page 19)
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Plast holds first leadership training course in eastern Ukraine
by Oksana Zakydalsky
DONETSKE — Since its rebirth in
Ukraine in 1990, the youth organization
Plast has grown quickly, but primarily in
the regions of Ukraine where it existed
before the Soviet period — in Halychyna
and Volyn, with only Kyyiv having a
well-organized group outside those traditional areas.
Although numerous individual young
people have gone from eastern Ukraine
to summer camps and events held in the
western regions, and there are Plast
g r o u p s in D o n e t s k e , Kryvyi Rih,
Zaporizhzhia and Dnipropetrovske. Plast
in Eastern Ukraine does not yet have an
organized structure or trained leaders.
The national revival that hit western
Ukraine with such force five years ago
and created an interest in new organizations on a fairly m a s s i v e scale had
bypassed eastern Ukraine, where only
individuals who came into contact with
people or ideas from the West were willing to try something new.
One of these was Valeriy Oliynyk,
who met Plast members from Canada
during the Dzvin '89 march through
eastern Ukraine and has been the moving
force behind Plast in Donetske.
It was Mr. Oliynyk's organizational
efforts that enabled Plast-Canada and the
national executive of Plast-Ukraine to
hold the first leadership training course
jointly in eastern Ukraine on June 12-13
in Donetske. The organizers of the training course program were this writer,
Jurij Darewycz and Ksenia Maryniak
from T o r o n t o , and B o h d a n H a s i u k ,
Sviatoslav Surma and Luba Toporovych
— all members of the Plast-Ukraine
national e x e c u t i v e — w h o c a m e to

Participants of Plast's leadership training seminar held in Donetske.
Donetske from Lviv.
An agreement of cooperation signed
b e t w e e n Plast and the M i n i s t r y of
Education in April of this year paved the
way for a positive attitude on the part of
the local authorities. Just a week before
our arrival, a directive had gone from the
ministry to local education authorities in
Donetske Oblast to cooperate with Plast
and, as a result, a lot of people involved
in the organization of extracurricular
activities for school children became
interested in our course.

Thus, the people who showed up for
the training course were divided into two
groups — young people, mostly in their
early 20s, who had heard about Plast or
about scouting, or had even organized a
scout group and were interested in that
type of program; and slightly older pedagogical workers who were interested in
finding new directions to the activities
formerly conducted under the Pioneer
program of the Soviet era.
About 50 to 60 people came to the
University of Donetske for the course.

The program was to be geared to people
genuinely interested in organizing Plast
groups who would sign up for future
leadership training courses. In the first
two hours, presentations provided a general overview of the history of Plast in
Ukraine as well as an introduction to the
principles and methods of Plast and
scouting.
Having satisfied the merely curious,
we decided to move across town to the
youth hostel where we were staying, and
(Continued on page 21)

With the striking miners in Donetsice city center
by Oksana Zakydalsky
DONETSKE — A 17-hour train trip
brought us from Kyyiv to Donetske on
Friday, June 11. We were to take part in
a leadership training course we had organized together with Plast members from

Ukraine, — we being this writer, Jurij
Darewycz and Ksenia Maryniak. The
Donbas miners' strike had begun two
days before and was the main item on
every radio newscast during our trip.
After settling in at the place we were
staying, we hurried over to the main

square of the city to see what was happening.
The city center of D o n e t s k e was
unexpectedly lush and green, crisscrossed by parks and wide tree-lined
boulevards. In the distance, pyramidal
coal piles could be seen surrounding the

Oksana Zakydalsky

Striking workers of the Donetske Metallurgical Factory march.

city. Donetske itself is a city of over 1
million inhabitants and part of an urban
cluster that is the second largest metropolis in Ukraine after Kyyiv.
The Donbas (or Donets Basin) is the
most important fuel and industrial region
of Ukraine. It has one of the largest coal
deposits in the world, and produces 50
percent of Ukraine's coal. The Donbas
straddles the Ukraine-Russia border,
with two-thirds of it located in Ukraine.
It is one of Ukraine's most Russified
regions.
Until recently, almost all firms in the
Donbas were under the jurisdiction of
all-union ministries and were not integrated into the Ukrainian economy; the
Ukrainian government had little control
over the development of the Donbas. At
the same time, the Donbas was the main
recruitment area for the political elites of
Ukraine, a posirion it has now lost to
western Ukraine.
Groups of miners in red hard-hats and
coal-blackened faces lolled about the
green lawns surrounding October Square
( n a m e c h a n g e s h a v e not yet hit
Donetske) in front of the Oblast Council
headquarters. Almost all of the 253 coal
mines in the Donbas were on strike. The
local authorities were being helpful to
the strikers, providing rooms in the
building for the strike committee as well
as allowing the strikers to use the stairs
to the building as a podium.
The ostensible reason for the strike
was the fivefold increase in food prices
instituted in at the beginning of June,
although the rise in prices did not hit the
miners as hard as others who receive
much lower wages.
(Continued on page 21)
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powers." 1^^
Ukrainian-Russian..."special
The effect of such statements
(Continued from page 2)
Ukraine, as an organic (or historical)
part of Russia, has by itself no raison
d'etre.
A fuller exposition of this postulation
can be found in a letter to the editor of
Pravda in late 1992, in which a 26-yearold Russian historian sought to enlighten
the editors about Ukraine and
Ukrainians: "In your view the Ukrainian
people [narod] have been oppressed. But
are you aware that there are no such peo
ple, that there are no separate Ukrainian,
Russian, and Belorussian nations, just as
there are not three different languages?
[Are you aware] that there is [only] one
Russian ethnicity and three groups —
Little Russian, Belorussian, and Great
Russian and three dialects of one language?"^
From the writer's standpoint, it fol
lows that "there is no such state
[Ukraine] nor can there ever be such a
state by nature."
The still unresolved question of
whether or not Russia can accept as
legitimate an independent Ukraine — or,
to put it another way, whether Russia
can ever envisage its dealings (and thus
construct and implement its policies
accordingly) with Ukraine as interna
tional relations rather than inter-ethnic
relations — has a direct impact on the
current tension and disputes between the
two states with regard to the CIS, territo
rial claims, the Black Sea Fleet, and a
host of related issues."^
The CIS, Crimea, and the fleet
It is widely recognized that Ukraine
and Russia have strong differences of
opinion over the role of the CIS. From
the outset, Kyyiv's position has been
that the commonwealth is not a state
structure, much less some sort of succes
sor state to the former Soviet Union.
Consequently, it has resisted attempts by
other CIS member states, particularly
Russia and Kazakhstan, to promote
greater integration among the common
wealth states, especially in the political
and military spheres, and has declined to
sign agreements establishing coordinat
ing b o d i e s , such as the CIS
Interparliamentary Assembly and the
CIS Charter.
Particularly disturbing from Ukraine's
point of view are proposals such as the
one made by President Yeltsin in his
address to the Civic Union in February,
when the Russian president asked the
international community (and specifical
ly the United Nations) for "special pow
ers as a guarantor of peace and stability
on the territory of the former Soviet
Union."6
The Ukrainian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs immediately protested what it
called R u s s i a ' s attempts to assume
"police" functions that would threaten its
sovereignty and territorial integrity.^ The
New York Times commented that the
Russian leader's speech was "pregnant
with bad memories," and Mr. Yeltsin
l a t ^ clarified his position, saying that
Russia would only take on such a role if
requested.^
Several weeks later, Russian Foreign
Minister Kozyrev made public another
appeal by Mr. Yeltsin, this time
addressed to the CIS member states,
which called for greater cooperation and
coordination in security matters, foreign
affairs, the economy, and human rights
while stressing that in so doing Russia
was not aspiring to "a special role" in the
CIS.^ Mr. Kozyrev, who made the
appeal public at a press conference in
Moscow, explained that it should be
understood as an accurate reflection of
what the Russian president really wanted
to convey in his earlier speech about

has
been to make Kyyiv extremely wary of
Moscow's ambitions which regard to the
"near abroad" and to fuel suspicions that
Russia is in fact pursuing a hidden agen
da in an attempt to reanimate a successor
state r e s e m b l i n g the former Soviet
Union. As a result, Kyyiv has become
increasingly doubtful of the wisdom of
ratifying START I and of adhering to the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, and
has made a determined effort to secure
from the world's nuclear powers interna
tional guarantees regarding Ukraine's
security."
Kyyiv's confidence in its northern
neighbor has not been bolstered by the
remarks of various Russian politicians
calling into question Ukraine's current
borders and the Russian parliament's ini
tiatives regarding the Crimea's as a con
stituent part of Ukraine. The latest move
by the Russian Parliament was in April,
when the deputy parliamentary chair
man, Valentin Agafonov, sent a letter to
the Crimean Parliament offering to act as
"an international g u a r a n t o r " for a
Crimean referendum on the question of
the peninsula's independence.• 2
The Crimean question, moreover, is
complicated by the dispute over the
Black Sea Fleet, which is based in the
Crimean port city of S e v a s t o p i l .
According to President Kravchuk, both
the Ukrainian and the Russian sides are
responsible for the failure of the agree
ment on the fleet that was reached in
Yalta in August 1992. At that time,
M e s s r s . Yeltsin and Kravchuk had
agreed that the fleet would be directly
subordinate to the two presidents for a
three-year period, after which it was to
be divided between the two countries.
In fact, Mr. Kravchuk pointed out, the
fleet was administered by the Russian
Ministry of Defense but completely
financed by Kyyiv. Moreover, Russia
has insisted that the infrastructure in
Sovestopil supporting the fleet also be
divided. From Ukraine's standpoint, Mr.
Kravchuk said, such a move would con
stitute a violation of Ukraine's territorial
integrity: "When the question of the
Kurile comes up, how painfully Russia
reacts! But for some reason they seem to
think that we should not react painfully
when it comes to the question of the ter
ritorial integrity of the state of
Ukraine."!^
In the address to the U k r a i n i a n
Parliament on June 1, Ukrainian Prime
Minister Leonid Kuchma argued that
Moscow would never vacate Sevastopil
and the best thing to do would be to
lease the port to the Russians.'^ That
proposal was apparently also made by
Kozyrev during his talks in Kyyiv sever
al days later, but it was immediately
rejected by the Ukrainian Ministry of
Defense as not in Ukraine's security
interests.'-*^
The Ulcrainian-Russian summit
The question of the Black Sea Fleet
was the main item on the agenda of the
Yeltsin-Kravchuk summit on June 17.
The two leaders reached an agreement
that sets out the guidelines for the divi
sion of the fleet and the stationing of the
Russian Navy on Ukrainian territory. In
accordance with the agreement, the "prac
tical formation" of the Ukrainian and the
Russian Navies will begin in September
1993 and is to be completed by the end of
1995, as originally stipulated in the Yalta
agreement signed by Messrs. Kravchuk
and Yeltsin in August 1992.
The conditions under which the
Russian Navy will be stationed in
Ukraine will be agreed upon later. In the
meantime, the fleet will continue to be
based jointly, under'conditions spelleci"
out in a separate agreement. The ^wo
sides agreed that the entire fleet
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(materiel and personnel) in its final form
— that is, the form that it will assume
when the separate agreement has been
signed on its division and on the station
ing of the Russian Navy in Ukraine —
will be divided equally.
The same applies to the financing of
the fleet pending its division. A set of
common standards, allowances, and
financial compensation pending the
fleet's division is being drawn up and
also will be determined by a separate
agreement. Further, Russia has agreed to
contribute to the social and economic
development of Sevastopil and other
areas where the Russian Navy will be
stationed.
Yet another agreement will address
the issues of dual citizenship and social
and legal guarantees for the Russian
Navy's military and civilian personnel as
well as discharged servicemen and their
families living in Ukraine.
A special interstate commission will
be formed to deal with the practical
problem of dividing the fleet and work
ing out the conditions governing the sta
tioning of both navies in Ukraine. The
commission has also been charged with
drafting documents based on the agree
ment, to be signed by the presidents of
Ukraine and Russia.
During the transition period, unilateral
actions by either side with regard to the
fleet are prohibited and its command is
subordinated directly to the presidents of
Ukraine and Russia, as provided for in
the Yalta agreement. Finally, the agree
ment is to take effect after ratification by
both sides J 6
In a communique after the summit,
both sides stated their commitment to
stepping up efforts to draft a comprehen
sive political treaty between the two
countries; to work more quickly toward
reaching an agreement on the question of
dual citizenship; to cooperate in resolving
fuel and energy questions in a way that
would benefit both sides; and to reach an
agreement on the joint sale of shares in
Ukrainian and Russian enteфrises.
Finally President Yeltsin confirmed
Russia's readiness to provide Ukraine
with security guarantees in advance of
the latter's ratification of START I and
its agreement to adhere to the NonProliferation Treaty. These guarantees
would take effect ^ t e r those documents
had been approved by the Ukrainian
Parliament. ^'7
Further details were provided by
President Kravchuk at a press confer
ence in Kyyiv on June 18, at which time
the Ukrainian president said that Kyyiv
and Moscow had agreed to sign a free
trade agreement and gradually to begin
adhering to world market prices for
Russian oil and gas and for dieir trans
port through Ukrainian territory.
The long-standing question of the for
mer Soviet Union's debts and assets,
according to Mr. Kravchuk, was to be
"regulated" on the basis of the so-called
zero option, but with the proviso that
Ukraine would receive some embassy
buildings in foreign countries.
Further, both sides reached agreement
on Russia's compensating Ukraine for
nuclear arms c o m p o n e n t s that had
already been transferred to Russia and
those scheduled for r e m o v a l from
Ukrainian territory in accordance with
START I, as well as on the servicing of
nuclear weapons components in Ukraine
that were manufactured by Russian
enterprises. In this connection, Mr.
Kravchuk noted that Russia's agreement
to compensate Ukraine for the nuclear
parts meant that they were Ukraine's
property.'8
After his return to Kyyiv, Mr.
Kravchuk characterized the summit as
"the beginriihg of a new stage, qualita
tively speaking, in our relations."'9 Still,
it would be premature to try to make
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definitive predictions about the chances
of success or failure of this latest attempt
at Ukrainian-Russian reconciliation.
The agreement on the Black Sea Fleet
is essentially a statement of intent. The
most important aspect of the agreement
is Ukraine's assent to the stationing of
units of the Russian Navy in Sevastopil
and other Ukrainian ports. But it remains
to be seen whether the terms of the
agreement will be met. Previous negotia
tions on the Black Sea Fleet question
had ended in a deadlock, which is why
the Moscow summit was arranged.
Moreover, the agreement must be rati
fied by the Parliaments of both coun
tries. It is by no means a foregone con
clusion that the Russian and Ukrainian
l a w m a k e r s will be a m e n a b l e . In
Moscow, for example, the parliamentary
commission charged with examining the
status of Sevastopil appears to have con
cluded that the port city was never under
Ukrainian jurisdiction and that it rightly
belongs to Russia.20
Finally, it should be noted that neither
the officers of the Black Sea Fleet, nor
the leaders of the Crimean Republic, nor
the general population in Sevastopil are
satisfied with the agreement.2 Ї Nor is
Vice-President Aleksandr Rustskoi, who
has characterized the agreement as "a
national and historic tragedy" and has
urged servicemen to maintain the fleet's
unity.22
The question of a full-scale political
treaty between Kyyiv and Moscow has
been on the agenda since as early as the
Dagomys summit in June 1992, but with
little evidence of any progress having
been made thus far. The Ukrainian side
is insisting that Russia r e c o g n i z e
Ukraine's territorial integrity and that
neither side make territorial claims
against the other, a demand that may
prove difficult for the Russian parlia
ment.
The question of security guarantees
on Russia's part was thought to have
been resolved at the January 1993 sum
mit, but the outcome turned out to be far
from satisfactory. The economic pack
age appears to have the greatest chance
of success, inasmuch as it is the least
politicized aspect of Ukraine's relations
with Russia.
^ Pravda, December 30,1992.
5 The "internationalization" on UkrainianR u s s i a n r e l a t i o n s is d i s c u s s e d by R o m a n
Szporluk in "One Year after the Collapse of
the U S S R : A P a n e l of S p e c i a l i s t s , " PostSoviet Affairs, N o . 4 , O c t o b e r - D e c e m b e r
1992, pp. 322-327.
6 T h e text of Yeltsin's speech was issued
by ITAR-TASS on March 1, 1993.
7 See Uryadovyi Kurier, March 4, 1993.

8 The New York Times, March 7, 1993;
and ITAR-TASS, March 4, 1993.
^ For the text, see Nezavisimaya Gazeta,
March 18, 1993.
»o Molod Ukrainy, March 19, 1993.
^^ See Roman Solchanyk, "Ukrainel
Search for Security," RFE/RL. Research
Report, No. 21, May 21, 1993.
Ї2 Exceфts from the letter are printed in
Vechimiy Kyyiv, April 24, 1993.
*^ Argumenty і Fakty, No. 15, April
1993. Earlier this year, Ukrainian Prime
Minister Leonid Kuchma said that "Kyyiv
supports the entire fleet" and provides 85
percent of Sevastopil*s budget (Uryadovyi
Kurier, February 9, 1993).
Ї4 Radio Ukraine, June 1, 1993.
Ї5 Ibid., June 9, 1993; and RFE/RL Daily
Report, No. 106, June 7, 1993.
'6 The text of the agreement was issued
by ITAR-TASS on June 17, 1993.
'"7 The text of the communique was
issued by Ibid, on June 17, 1993.
18 Kravchuk's press conference was car
ried by Radio Ukraine on June 18, 1993. See
also ITAR-TASS, June 19, 1993.
19 Radio Ukraine, June 17, 1993.
20 Pravda, June 22, 1993.
21 " N o v o s t i , " Russian R a d i o , June 2 1 ,
1993; and Nezavisimaya Gazeta, June 22,
1993.
22 Reuters, June 28, 1993.
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Ukraine may compete in Whitbread Round the World race
by Yarema A. Bachynsky
JERSEY CITY, N.J.—Watching the
gold medal performance of Tatiana
Gutsu at the 1992 Summer Olympics
and Oksana Bauil's dazzling win at the
World Figure Skating Championships,
what member of the Ukrainian community did not feel a surge of pride as
Ukraine's anthem was played and the
blue-and-yellow flag raised in front of
millions of viewers worldwide? Every
Ukrainian victory in international athletic competition, indeed every participation, serves to strengthen Ukraine and
the Ukrainian identity worldwide. Yet,
material support for Ukraine's athletes is
hard to come by these days, and quite
often the athletes' success depends totally on their own efforts to mobilize outside support for their needs.
This reality is well-illustrated by the
story of the sailing ship Odessa, a story
reflective of U k r a i n e ' s current road
toward building a viable nation-state.
When Captain Anatoliy Verba started
the Odessa project in 1990 the Soviet
Union was still alive, though steadily
unraveling at its national and economic
seams. Ukraine was just starting to assert
its sovereignty, and there was great
debate and controversy over the nature
of the Ukrainian flag. Captain Verba
made clear his intentions for the Odessa
to fly the blue-and-yellow colors. The
Odessa would be a symbol of Ukraine
for the entire world to see.
On Wednesday, June 30, a delegation
from this racing yacht came to The
Weekly offices. Mr. Verba had j u s t
returned from Ukraine the previous
night, where he visited his wife, who is
seriously ill. Seaman Artur Anosov had
arrived by car from Washington minutes
before the start of the interview.
The Odessa and her crew are in the
United States preparing for the next
Whitbread Round the World Race, a
33,000-mile sailing event known for its
demanding nature. Not every entry will
finish the race. Those that do go the distance will return to S o u t h a m p t o n ,
England, some nine months after the
September 25 start, having made port
calls in Punta del E s t e , U r u g u a y ;
Freemantle, Australia; Auckland, New
Z e a l a n d ; and our very own Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.The crews must be well
prepared for every eventuality, be it foul
weather, torn sails or some other hindrance.
The Whitbread competition is sponsored by the British brewing giant of that
name. It is longer and more arduous than
the better known Americas Cup. The
Round the World Race will be seen by
over 700 million viewers and is thus an
excellent opportunity for Ukraine to
make her presence felt in the world of
sports. The 1994 competition includes a
preliminary race, the Gold Cup TransAtlantic Race, which started on July 3.
The Odessa, however, is not participating in this warm-up due to incomplete
construction and a shortage of funds.

crew's home port, the projected ship was
named Odessa.
Mr. Anosov, the youngest member of
the eight-man crew, was born in Siberia
and has lived in Ukraine since 1977. He
c o m p l e t e d the Kyyiv P o l y t e c h n i c
Institute an\d is studying at the Odessa
Merchant Marine Institute. His family
had the misfortune to live in the town of
Chornobyl at the time of the 1986 disaster. His father, an electrician, worked for
a year and a half helping to clean up the
aftereffects of the nuclear release.
As an exchange student and sailing
enthusiast at St. M a r y ' s College, in
Maryland, Mr. Anosov met Captain
Verba during the Fazizi's U.S. stopover
in the 1990 Whitbread. Shortly after
returning to Ukraine in fall, 1990, Mr.
Anosov learned of soon to be Captain
Verba's plans for the Odessa.
He quickly signed on and has since
become a walking advertisement for the
yacht, recendy handing out promotional
literature and information cards in such
busy spots as in front of the W h i t e
House and New York City's Wall Street
area. His enthusiasm for the race is
bright and easily expressed, in contrast
to Captain V e r b a ' s quieter, though
equally intense manner. They make a
formidable pair as spokesmen for a worthy cause.
The Odessa's crew includes six other
individuals: Vladimir Kulinichenko,
Oleg Doroshenko, Igor Kutorkin, Sergei
Lastovetskiy, Mikhail Mikhailov and
Gennady Korolkov. All six have known
and worked with Captain Verba for over
10 years. They are hard at work on the
Odessa back in Florida.

" W e compete for Ukraine"
" W e will fly the U k r a i n i a n flag
because we compete for our country
U k r a i n e , " said the captain at The
Weekly when asked about his insistence,
from the very beginning of the project,
on flying the flag. The Odessa will also
fly the Stars and Stripes as a symbol of
gratitude to its American boosters and a
sign of Ukrainian American friendship.
In J a n u a r y 1 9 9 1 , Captain Verba
formed an organization called Odessa
200 in order to support and coordinate
the administrative and financial aspects
of the Odessa Whitbread entry. This
quickly turned into a joint-venture with
the U.S. Odessa 200 started organizing
the American end of support for the ship.
The future ship was formally entered in
the 1993-1994 race in early 1991. Soon
thereafter a Russian industrial concern,
Volga Buran of Nizhniy Novgorod, was
c o n t r a c t e d to build the s h i p ' s hull.
Construction started forthwith and was
to be completed by January 1992.
According to Captain Verba, however, the situation changed drastically after
the dissolution of the Soviet Union. In
November 1991, 20 days before scheduled completion, Volga Buran informed
the captain and crew that an additional
10 million rubles were required for construction to be completed. This brought
the cost up to 12 million rubles and
delayed the entire process well into
1992. Finally in November 1992 the
crew, through the Odessa Yachtsmen's
Association, was able to transport the
ship to Ukraine, at a total after inflation
cost of 23 million rubles. At that time

The Odessa's roots
Captain Verba, 47, and Mr. Anosov,
27, both hail from O d e s s a , the
Ukrainian port on the Black Sea, which
celebrates its 200th anniversary in 1994.
The c a p t a i n c o m p l e t e d the M a r i n e
Engineering Institute in that city, then
worked in the Far East for some time
before returning to Ukraine. In 1990, he
was the second officer on the Fazizi, a
Russian-built ship and the first and only
Soviet entry in the W h i t b r e a d . The
Fazizi finished 10th in that year's competition. The captain then proceeded to
organize a Ukrainian entry for the next
Whitbread Race. In honor of his and the

Odessa 200, the U.S.-Ukraine joint venture managing stateside support for the
Odessa, withdrew its support, citing the
lengthy delays in construction by Volga
Buran. The captain and his crew were
momentarily left without a backer.
A change of fortunes came when
Lerea Goldthwaite, president of Earth
Ocean Sail of Tampa, Fla., agreed to
take on the role of U.S. sponsor of the
Odessa. This could not have come at a
m o r e o p p o r t u n e t i m e , a c c o r d i n g to
Mssrs. Verba and Anosov, because without outside help the crew's chances of
finishing the ship and preparing for the
race would have dwindled away. The
problem of transporting the ship to the
U.S. was solved in late December 1992,
when the head of the Black Sea merchant fleet provided space for the still
unfinished Odessa aboard a Hondurasbound freighter. The freighter delivered
the Odessa to Tampa in February.
A difficult road
The past several months have not
been easy for the crew. They were fortunate enough to find lodging in a trailer at
Rattlesnake Point in the Tampa area.
The crew has also been aided by various
marine services companies. Such supplies as paint and navigational instruments have been provided in exchange
for promotional considerations. This has
allowed work on the ship to continue at a
frenetic pace.
Recently, the crew's diet has taken a
turn for the better. The president of
Hyatt Hotels has invited them to eat with
Hyatt workers at the nearest hotel location. Previously they were supplied by a
local soup kitchen.
The pressing problem for Captain
Verba and his crew is a lack of sponsors
willing to put up the many thousands of
dollars required to finish the ship and
supply her for the n i n e - m o n t h - l o n g
Whitbread race (the supplies for the race
alone will cost over $250,000). All construction and outfitting for the race must
be completed by August 24 (Ukrainian
Independence Day), which is the sailing
deadline to England for Whitbread participants.
One might wonder why the Ukrainian
government or the city of Odessa have
not provided funding for this important
Ukrainian breakthrough in the sailing
world. Captain Verba had a very sensible answer: "We did not ask for money
(from the Ukrainian government or from
the city of Odessa) because there is little
enough to go around for everyday needs
at this time. We only asked for moral
support."
This they received in the form of a
s t a t e m e n t from President Leonid
K r a v c h u k , who w r o t e , in part that
"...Today, when nearly one third of all
Ukrainians live beyond the borders of the
fatherland, p a r t i c i p a t i o n in such a
grandiose undertaking furthers the unification of our fellow expatriates, scattered
throughout the world by the merciless
winds of fate... I wish them an accidentfree journey, favorable winds, a happy
finish and a well-deserved victory!"
The story of the Odessa has been covered by such n e w s p a p e r s as the St.
P e t e r s b u r g T i m e s and the T a m p a
Tribune. Sports Illustrated will be running a feature on the O d e s s a ' s long,
strange road in the near future. In short,
people are learning about U k r a i n e ' s
Whitbread hopefuls.
Sponsors needed
The crew has been hard at work seeking out sponsors. The dearth of large corporate sponsors increases the need for

Artur Anosov in front of Federal Hall in New York City (site of George Washington's
inauguration). The statue is of Washington.

(Continued on page 17)
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Concerts, danci
by Roma Hadzewya
KERHONKSON, N.Y. — Soyuziv
mountain resort of the Ukrain
Association, began its 40th summer se;
sweltering Fourth of July holiday we
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^^^^y ^^ entertainment presented at i
Taras Petrynenko and Hrono
perform durmg the Sunday afternoon concert. In the photo on left is Taras Petrynenko; on the right are dances, fine and folk art exhibits and j
Tetiana Horobets and guitarist Oleksander Mohylivsky.
j^^j^l^
Guests who arrived at the estate on ]
July 2, had a chance to unwind during
music of Sounds of Soyuzivka and
Karaoke.
Things went into full swing on Sai
and more revelers arrived at "Suzy-Q
ing around the newly rebuilt pools or і
bar, playing beach volleyball on th(
court, or competing in the Eastern i
championships of the Ukrainian Sport
the U.S.A. and Canada, Soyuzivka gu
ed to an evening concert at the Veselkc
They were welcomed by Marianka
resort's bilingual mistress of ceremc
tainment programs. The bill for that e\
the exuberant Viktor Shportko, a caba
ist who has been recognized as a m
Ukraine, and the ebullient Chaika Ul
Ensemble of Yonkers, N.Y., which is
the local branch of the Ukrainian Ai
Association (SUM-A).
Mr. Shportko, accompanied by
Soyuzivka band, whose two membe
provided back-up vocals, wandered in
as he sang from his repertoire of cont(
— from Ukraine. Soon he had his audieni
A view of the new kiddie pool opened just before the holiday weekend.
MC Marianka Hawryluk.
swaying to the music.

lie СЛмііка Ukraiiiiim Dance Ensemble of Yonkers, N.Y., in action, performing (from left) a Hutsul dance, the "Bukovynian Montage'' and the
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Vocalist Viktor Shportko, accompanied by the Sounds of Soyuzivka band.
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Mr. Shportko, who hails from Kyyiv and is a laure
ate of numerous music festivals, has become a per
forming artist-in-residence at Soyuzivka during the
summer season.
The Chaika troupe began its performance with a
dance of welcome that culminated in the traditional
presentation of bread and salt, and flowers. The
dancers then went on to present their "Bukovynian
Montage" and "Transcarpathian Suite," original
dances that thrilled the Soyuzivka audience as male
and female dancers alike displayed their graceful and
agile footwork.
The dancers brought the house down with their
finale, the fast-paced and competitive "Hopak." To
unceasing applause, Chaika returned for an encore.
The dance ensemble, which comprises students
and young professionals, is choreographed by Orest
Rusynko and directed by Walter Yurcheniuk.
Also on the bill during the Saturday evening con
cert — the first of three that holiday weekend — was
Sounds of S o y u z i v k a . S i n g e r s / m u s i c i a n s Hryc
Hrynovec and Stepan Ben had listeners tapping their
toes to buoyant dance music and high-spirited vocals.
Indeed, many of the youngest set — Soyuzivka
campers seated in the front of the auditorium —
couldn't resist the urge to dance along.
The duo, which has served as the resort's house
band for five years, recently released a cassette
recording titled "Lvivska Zabava" (Lviv Dance).
And, speaking of dances, there was plenty of that
after the show, as Tempo of New Jersey played out
side on the Veselka Terrace, while Fata Morgana,
originally from Ukraine, took to the indoor stage. The
roles were reversed the next evening, as Tempo went
indoors and Fata played for the outdoor types.
Sunday's entertainment began early, as Taras

іоиіяг 'МІО|зак/'

Petrynenko and Hrono performed an afternoon con
cert in searing heat under a cloudless sky before an
audience gathered on the Veselka pavilion's terrace.
(Some were lucky enough to be seated under patio
umbrellas, while others melted into metal chairs set
out in the sun.)
As Mr. Petrynenko explained, his group first
appeared at Soyuzivka two years ago. Since that time,
he has written a number of new songs on newly cur
rent topics. Some of these were performed by Mr.
Petrynenko; others by Tetiana Horobets; still others
by the duo.
Among these were the bilingual Ukrainian-English
"Back in U.S.A.," which borrows from the classic
"Back in the USSR," "Znaydy Sebe v Yurbi" (Find
Yourself Among the Crowd), "Ne Zhurys" (Don't'
Worry) and the satirical song, "Zhloby" (Parasites), a
social commentary reflecting the state of affairs in
Ukraine.
Also performed were "Do Nadiyi" (To Hope),which
asks "where is our liberator and our prophet?" and the
political call to action, "Chervonyi Viter" (Red Breeze),
which notes the "red breeze blowing from the east..."
The concert concluded with the haunting prayer
"Hospody Pomyluy Nas" (Lord Have Mercy) that
beseeches God to protect Ukraine.
Mr. Petrynenko and Ms. Horobets have worked
together since 1986. They are joined on this tour by
guitarist Oleksander Mohylivsky.
As some listened to the concert, others cooled off
in Soyuzivka's new pools: the competition-size pool
refurbished last year and opened just in time for the
Fourth of July festivities, and the spanking new kid
die pool that seemed to attract as many adults as tots,
the former looking particularly out of place in its
three to 15 inches of water.

On Sunday evening, it was back to the Veselka
auditorium for another concert — this one performed
by Veselyi Lviv of, well, Lviv. The musical/vocal
ensemble is now on its second tour of the United
States, appearing with a diverse repertoire that
includes songs of the Ukrainian liberation struggle,
contemporary Ukrainian compositions, selections that
can best be described as Ukrainian "oom-pah" music
and operatic works performed by soloist Volodymyr
Tsimura.
Other members of Veselyi Lviv are Ihor Kostiv
(bass, vocals), Roman Panko (sopilka, sax, clarinet),
Yuriy Antoniuk (keyboards, accordion), and Zinoviy
Kmet (percussion, synthesizer) , the group's director
and a composer.
In response to the audience's standing ovation, the
ensemble sang a rousing ""Mnohaya Lita....Vozdraviye"
dedicated to Soyuzivka guests.
Throughout the weekend, there were various dis
plays at several venues on the estate. As Rem
Bahautdyn exhibited his metal relief art in the Main
House library, Sofika Zielyk showed her ceramics
and pysanky in the lobby. Nina Bych was on hand,
also in the lobby, with her hand-painted and decorat
ed clothing, while unique t-shirts by A. Truskalo
were the attraction at the gazebo near the Veselka
pavilion.
Tennis players congregated near Soyuzivka's
lower tennis courts where the U S C A K Eastern
Championships were played (more on that next
week), and scattered around the estate were groups of
campers from the Soyuzivka children's camp and
Plast's innovative day camp for pre-schoolers.
All in all, the estate was brimming with people and
activities as yet another season got off to a fme start
during the Independence Day weekend.

^^ '^'^ Artist Rc^j Bahautd}n viah his metal relief art works on Ukrairsian themes, which were on
display ami available for purchase at the Main House library.
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Ukrainian National Association
Monthly reports for January
RECORDING DEPARTMENT
MEMBERSHIP REPORT
TOTAL AS OF DECEMBER 31 1993
G A I N S IN
JANUARY 1993
New members
Reinstated
Transferred in
Change class in
Transferred from Juvenile Dept.
TOTAL GAINS
LOSSES IN JANUARY

JUV.

ADULTS

ADD

TOTALS

17,451

42,370

5,452

65,273

44
20
6
2

84
88
11

23

-

-

151
108
19
2

72

185

25

282

26
6
2
2
2
16
20
19

22
11

25
2

-

-

73
19
2
2
68
56
66
157

Tot

2

1993

Suspended
Transferred out
Change of class out
Transferred to adults
Died
Cash surrender
Endowment matured
Fully paid-up
Reduced paid-up
Extended insurance
Certificate terminated
TOTAL LOSSES

66
40
46
65

93

251

34

378

19
15

65
16

-

84
31

34

81

-

115

1
8
5
5
19

35
13
13
7
68

17,445

42,317

INACTIVE MEMBERSHIP
GAINS IN JANUARY

1993

Paid-up
Extended insurance
TOTAL GAINS
LOSSES IN JANUARY

1993

Died
Cash surrender
Reinstated
Lapsed
TOTAL LOSSES

36
21
18
12
87

TOTAL UNA MEMBERSHIP
AS OF:

JANUARY 31 1993

5,443

65,205

WALTER SOCHAN
Supreme Secretary

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
INCOME FOR JANUARY, 1993
Dues and Annuity Premiums From Members
Income From "Svoboda" Operation
Investment Income:
Banks
Bonds
Certificate Loans
Mortgage Loans
Real Estate
Short Term Investments
Stocks
Total
Refunds:
Employee Hospitalization Plan Premiums
Operating Expenses Washington Office
Reward To Special Organizer
Taxes Federal, State & City On Employee Wages
Taxes Held In Escrow
Total
Miscellaneous:
Donations To Fund For The Rebirth of Ukraine
Exchange Account-Payroll
Profit On Bonds Sold or Matured
Transfer Account
Total
Investments:
Bonds Matured Or Sold
Mortgages Repaid
Short Term Investments Sold
Totat
Jncome For January, 1993

748,133.80
165,904.63
929.24
219,048.69
2,068.59
31,742.60
34,300.55
2,507.62
3,117.73
1,207,753.45

535.70
1,992.28
318.37
19,607.05
217.33
22,670.73

2,959.97
13,128.36
3,769.75.
384,656.00
404,514.08

125,620.74
110,343.88
751,200.59
987,165.21
2,622,103.47

DISBURSEMENTS FOR JANUARY, 1993
Paid To Or For Members:
Annuity Benefits
Cash Surrenders

51,271.00
436.84
67,639.00
1,150.00
532.32
1,026.16
400.00
156,961.51

Death Benefits
Dividend To Members
Endowments Matured
Indigent Benefits Disbursed
Interest On Death Benefits
Reinsurance Premiums Paid
Scholarships

Operating Expenses:
Real Estate
Svoboda Operation
Washington Office
Official Publication-Svoboda
Organizing Expenses:
Advertising
Field Conferences
Medical Inspections
Reward To Branch Secretahes
Reward To Organizers
Reward To Special Organizers
Supreme Medical Examiner's Fee
Traveling Expenses-Special Organizers
Total

2,150.44
174.00
98.75
67,000.14
6,425.16
9,241.34
1,500.00
2,093.96
520,532.54

Payroll, Insurance And Taxes:
Employee Benefit Plan
Insurance-Workmens Compensation
Salaries Of Executive Officers
Salaries Of Office Employees
Taxes-Federal, State And City On Employee Wages
Total

39,775.13
2,660.00
18,182.86
59,407.62
28.795.93
148,821.54

General Expenses:
Actuarial And Statistical Expenses
Bank Charges
Bank Charges For Custodian Account
Books And Periodicals
Dues To Fraternal Congresses
Furniture & Equipment
General Office Maintenance
Insurance Department Fees
Postage
Printing and Stationery
Rental Of Equipment And Services
Telephone, Telegraph
Traveling Expenses-General
Total

819.00
69.00
2,422.81
15.50
170.00
4,167.75
2,175.30
1,175.08
3,089.84
1,322.18
1,255.30
2,235.97
520.80
19,438.53

Miscellaneous:
Accrued Interest On Bonds
Auditing Committee Expenses
Donation From Fund For The Rebirth Of Ukraine
Donations
Exchange Account-Payroll
Fraternal Activities
Investment Expense-Mortgages
Professional Fees
Rent
Taxes Held In Escrow
Transfer Account
Ukrainian Publications
Total
Investments:
Bonds
Certificate Loans
E.D.P. Equipment
Loan To U.N.U.R.C.
Real Estate
Short Term Investments
Total

1,736.11
81.44
583.00
2,000.00
13,128.36
335.00
2,775.00
8,200.00
762.75
594.28
380,000.00
22,288.15
432,484.09
498,500.00
3,143.59
4,396.55
250,000.00
3,872.30
295.731.18
1,055,643.62

Disbursements For January, 1993

2,333,881.83
BALANCE

ASSETS
Cash
Short Term
Investments
Bonds
Mortgage Loans
Certificate Loan
Real Estate
Printing Plant & E.D.P.
Equipment
stocks
Loan to D.H.-U.N.A
Housing Corp.
Loan To U.N.U.R.C.
Total

11,822.93
22,683.26

111,638.72
179,588.50
17,356.48
123,265.05

LIABILITIES
Life Insurance

49,285,198.47
4,738,882.56
638,859.79
2,806.750.31

$

Accidental D.D.

2.039.907.65

658,195.00
1,659,586.91

Fraternal
Orphans

(1,581.503.76)
433,186.44

104.551.04
7.653.102.00

Old Age Home
Emergency

(2.330.849.68)
52,687.88

69,327,006.52

69,327,006.52
ALEXANDER BLAHITKA
Supreme Treasurer
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Harvard...
(Continued from page 7)
Ukraine during the author's hfetime.
Interestingly enough, Vyshensky's
writings found an audience in Russia in
the latter part of the 17th century.
Professor Goldblatt examines the pas
sage of the texts into the circles of
Russian Old Believers, the opponents of
the liturgical reforms carried out in the
Russian church in the 1650's-1660's.
"Fides Meletiana: Marcantonio de
Dominis and Meletiy Smotrytsky" by
David Frick (University of California,
Berkeley) is a contribution from another
singular authority: Prof. Frick's research
concentrates, among others, on the life
and activity of Meletiy Smotrytsky, a
churchman and religious writer, perhaps
the most learned representative of the
Ukrainian cultural revival of the 17th
century. The author reconstructs
Smotrytsky's inclusive concept of faith
and examines his conversion to the
Ukrainian Uniate Church as a conse
quence of this broad religious perspec
tive.
It is the author's assumption that
Smotrytsky had been influenced and
inspired by the views and precedent of
Marcantonio de Dominis, a Roman
Catholic bishop who converted to the
Anplicom Church, only to return to
Rome at the end of his life. Smotrytsky's
religious development is meticulously
traced in his abundant polemical output.
Professor Frick originally presented his
article as a paper in the Ukrainian
Research Institute at the 1991 Annual

Lecture commemorating Bohdan
Krawciw, a major benefactor of Harvard
University's Ukrainian book collection.
In another contribution to "Harvard
Ukrainian Studies" Andrei Pliguzov,
(Russian Academy of Arts and
Sciences), gives a revelatory analysis of
the meaning behind the title
"Metropolitan of Kyyiv and All Rus' "
in the 14th and 15th centuries.
It is one of the journal's most note
worthy traditions to introduce the latest
discoveries of historical sources relative
to Ukraine. The present issue shares with
the reader the last will and testament of
the hieromonk Afanasiy Kalnofoysky of
the Kyyivan Cave Monastery (Pecherska
Lavra).
The text, composed in Polish, Latin
and Ruthenian in 1646, was recently
found in Lviv by Volodymyr
Aleksandrovych (Ukrainian Academy of
Arts and Sciences) and is reproduced in
the journal in facsimile form.
The photoreproduction has been sup
plied with a foreword and transcribed.
An English translation by Bohdan
Struminsky (Harvard University) fol
lows. The newly discovered last will and
testament is the only documentary mate
rial on the life of Kalnofoysky, author of
"Teraturgema" (Kiev, 1638), a collection
of tales of miracles attributed to the
Lavra's monks.
The book was a significant contribu
tion to the large-scale cultural program
led and inspired by Metropolitan Petro
Mohyla which, drawing on the traditions
of Princely Rus', aimed at the affirma
tion of Kyyiv's role as outstanding cul
tural and religious center.

HURYN MEMORIALS
For the finest in custom made memorials installed in all
cemeteries in the New York Metropolitan area including
Holy Spirit in Hamptonburgh, N.Y., St. Andrew's in South
Bound Brook, N J . , Pine Bush in Kerhonkson and Glen Spey
Cemetery, Glen Spey.
We offer personal service and guidance in your home. For a
bilingual representative call:
HURYN MEMORIALS
P.O. Box 121
Hamptonburgh, N.Y. 10916
Tel. (914) 427-2684
Fax (914) 427-5443
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The journaFs review section offers a
critical evaluation by Donald Ostrowski
(Harvard University) of Serge
Zenkovsky's five- volume English trans
lation of a 16th century compilation of
Old Rus' and contemporary Muscovite
chronicles known as "The Nikonian
Chronicle" (Princeton, 1984-89). The
reviewer's discussion centers on unac
knowledged deletions of the original text
(passages which apparently did not fit
the translator's vision of a Greater
Russia), on countless errors in transla
tion and annotation, as well as an appar
ent lack of any peer review prior to the
work's publication.
Among the review section's seven
shorter items, the contribution by Sophia
Senyk (Pontifical Oriental Institute in
Rome),analyzes "Morality and Reality:
The Life and Times of Andrey
Sheptytsky" (Edmonton, 1989). This
collection of articles, most of which
were originally presented as papers at a
conference at the University of Toronto,
is in the opinion of the reviewer the most
important work on Metropolitan
Sheptytsky to have so far appeared in
English.
It is no exaggeration to say that, in the
15 years of its publication, "Harvard
Ukrainian Studies" has been a joint
undertaking of scholars and benefactors.
It has been the task of the Ukrainian
Studies Fund to canvass and coordinate
the Ukrainian community's financial

support for HURI's scholarly endeavors.
A considerable part of the benefactors'
direct contributions, as well as income
from named endowment funds estab
lished at Harvard University, have been
channeled into the publication of the
Harvard journal.
This vital financial support goes back
to the very beginning of the Institute's
activity. It was in 1974 that HURI's first
major benefactor, the late Volodymyr
Yurkovsky of New York, donated
$70,000 for the creation of a Ukrainian
publication fund. A few years later,
another such fund was set up by the late
Dr. Evhen Omelsky of Ohio. The estab
lishment of other endowments followed
in the next decade: Jaroslaw and Olha
Duzey Publication Fund in Ukrainian
Studies (1980), and those of, respective
ly, Myroslav and Irena Koltuniuk
(1984), Dr. Omelian and Irena Wolynets
(1985), Pavlo Sawka (1988), and Petro
and Emilia Kulyk (1990).
The latest issue of "Harvard
Ukrainian Studies" has been published
thanks to financial support from the
Jaroslaw and Olha Duzey Publication
Fund in Ukrainian Studies. The issue can
be ordered from "Harvard Ukrainian
Studies," Ukrainian Research Institute,
1583 Massachusetts Ave. Cambridge,
MA 02138, at $18 per copy including
postage. A subscription to the journal (at
$28 for two double issues annually) can
be entered at the same address.

IMMIGRATION LAW
PERMANENT RESIDENT VISAS
STUDENT AND BUSINESS VISAS
CHANGE OF STATUS

' TEMPORARY WORK VISAS
• VISA EXTENSIONS
DEPORTATION DEFENSE

— NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATION —

LmGATION
• GENERAL CIVIL • PERSONAL INJURY • COMMERCIAL •
• CRIMINAL •

INTERNATIONAL LAW
REPRESENTATION OF AMERICAN BUSINESS IN ACQUISITIONS,
JOINT VENTURES AND COMMERCIAL MATTERS IN UKRAINE •

LAW OFFICES OF ANDRE MICHNIAK
AND ASSOCIATES
1700 Walnut Street, Suite 803
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Tel: (215) 790-1700
Fax: (215) 790-0811

PROLOG VIDEO
SUMMER SIZZLER
FEATURE FILM
SALE!
TARAS BULBA
CRIMSON NIGHTS
NAYMYCHKA
DANYLO - PRINCE OF HALYCH
OLEKSA DOVBUSH
ZAKON
NUPTIAL WITH DEATH
COVENANT
NARODNYJ MALAKHIJ
BLAZING MOUNTAINS
STONE HARVEST
STOLEN FORTUNE
PAVLO POLUBOTOK

SIN
STONE SOUL
TARAS SHEVCHENKO
BLACK VALLEY
TANGO OF DEATH
BABYLON XX
THE KOZAKS ARE COMING!
LOST LETTER
MELANCHOLY WALTZ
IVAN ТА KOBYLA
THE DREAM

AND MUCH MUCH MORE!
ORDER ANY 2 FILMS NOW ONLY - $ 3 0 . 0 0 EACH
ORDER 3 OR MORE FILMS - $ 2 5 . 0 0 ЕАСн!!!
To order call Toll Free from USA or Canada:

1-вСХ)-458-02Є8

— Members of our staff are fluent in Ukrainian and Russian —

Ukrainian/American Joint-Venture

<rSAK, Ltd.*
We are the link between you and your relatives In UKRAINE I

Distribution, sales & service of US
tractors and small
farming equipment
from our showrooms
in Ukraine'
For complete product
information and pricing, call Toll Free:
1 - 8 0 0 - 3 5 4 - 3 1 3 6 (US & Canada) or (914) 227^478
Bohdan Kryzaniwsky - Presiderit / SEPCORP

International, Ind
25 Mountain Pass Road, Hopewell Jur^ction, NY 12533 USA
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(in English)
Smoloskyp Publisliers, 1 9 9 3
Cost: $ 2 7 . 7 5 , includes shipping and handling
15% discount on 3 or more books ordered

East European poetry of the Ws

The guide provides: 1. A brief history of Ukraine, geographic
location, economic potential. 2. Information on obtaining
visas, customs regulations, currency, transportation.
3. Addresses, telephone numbers and faxes of: foreign
embassies and consulates in Ukraine; Ukrainian embassies and
consulates in foreign coimtries; travel agencies and companies
involved in export/import with Ukraine.
Twenty-five chapters on : 1. Ukraine's regions, cities, historical
sites, monuments, churches and palaces. 2. Hotels, restaurants,
cafes, markets. 3 . Parks, nature preserves, health resorts. 4 .
Theaters, museums, archives and libraries. 5. Government
offices, institutions of higher learning, political parties. 6.
Postal and telegraph offices. 7. Hospitals, pharmacies, and
medical services. 8. Operating churches and sjmagogues.
If you are planning a trip to Ukraine, this is the guide
you most need.
Please make checks or money orders payable to SVOBODA
BOOKSTORE, 3 0 Montgomery St. Jersey City, NJ 0 7 3 0 2

TRAVEL CONSULTANTS

Mailing Address: 43 St. Mark's Place, Suite 6E, New York, NY. 10003
DIRECT TO KYYIV

Ч

NY/KYYIV/NY...KYYIV/NY/KYYIV™RusEPrim,..$689CONNECTING THRU KYYIV
IN 1/L/Vl V / N Y»».......».,,,.»,..,..*...,.,.,,.,THRU SEPTEMBER 15TH..$849*
Taxes included in all quotes
For Reservations and Information Please Call:

1800 HAMALIA

has immediate full-time opening for:
Operations Coordinator: Individual must possess a B.S. or B.A.
degree and a minimum of two years experience ki a supervisory
capacity. A background in either MIS or finance as it pertains to
financial institutions is preferred, but not required.
Accountant: Individual must possess a Bachelors Degree in
Accounting and have practiced general accounting for a minimum
of two years. Experience with a financialHrotitution is desirable,
but not required.
Please send a resume and salary/history in confidence to:
Human Resources
P.O. Box 4239
Clifton, N.J. 07012-0998
Compensation and benefits commensurate with experience.

DIASPORAi
TOURS
Aug 3 —Aug 17
Aug 22 — Sept 5

1-800-487-5324
Fax.: (215) 567-1792

OPTIONS
A Air, Hotel, Breakfast Basis, Air to Lviv (no excursions) $1,450.00 (15 Days)
В Air, Hotel, 3 Meals Daily, Air to Lviv (no excursions)
$1,550.00 (15 Days)
C Air, Hotel, 3 Meals Daily, Air to Lviv & excursions to:
$1,950.00 (15 Days)
KYYIV/Kaniv
HALYCH/ Iv. Frankivsk
KOLOMYJA/ Kosiv
LVIV
KARPATY
DROHOBYCH/Nahujevychi
TERNOPIUPochajiv
YAREMCHEMorochta
TRUSKAVETZ

FINAL REGISTRATION:

fly

35 Days Before

Departure

$650 tax included
$375 one way

"AIR UKRAINE*
July 2 — Sept. 19
SPECIAL FARES BETWEEN KYYIV AND WESTERN EUROPE
London, Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris
Kyyiv -— $250 one way
Frankfurt, Munich, Berlin, Vienna
Kyyiv — $199 one way
I

LAWRENCEVILLE,
N.J. —
"Shifting Borders: East European
Poetries of the Eighties," has just been
published by Fairleigh Dickinson
University Press. Among the 13 East
European countries are Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania,
Ukraine, Croatia, Serbia and Slovenia.
The publishers state that "this anthol
ogy reveals the vital role of poetry in
each society and gives voice to many of
the emotions behind the drive for politi
cal independence and cultural identity...
Each section is edited and introduced by
a leading poet, translator, or scholar
noted as an authority on that particular
poetry.''
Ukrainian poetry is represented by
Lina Kostenko, Ivan Drach, Vasyl
Holoborodko, Vasyl Stus, Ihor Kalynets,
Sofia Maidanska, Oksana Pakhliovska,
Ihor Rymaruk, Natalka Bilotserkivets,
Mykola Riabchuk and Raisa Lysa.
Individual poems were translated into
English by Volodymyr Hruszkewycz,
Vera Kaczmarskyj, Irena Eva
Mostovych, Michael M. Naydan, Larissa
Onyshkevych and Myrosia Stefaniuk.
The selection of current poetry from
Ukraine was compiled and edited by Dr.
Larissa M. L. Zaleska Onyshkevych,
who also wrote an introductory article.

The whole anthology was compiled
by Prof. Walter Cummins (Fairleigh
Dickinson University), editor-in-chief of
The Literary Review.
The 488-page anthology may be
ordered from: Associated University
Presses, 440 Forsgate Drive, Cranbury,
N.J. 08512 $59.50.

Beauplan's "Description of Ukraine"

CREDIT UNION IN N O R T H E R N N E W J E R S E Y

Phila: (215) 567-1328
N.J.: (201) 731-1132

No. 28

BOOK NOTES

UKRAINE: A Tourist Guide

' HAMALIA
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CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — The ITthcentury account of the famous French
army engineer and cartographer Guillaume Le Vasseur de Beauplan is the
oldest and most extensive West Euro
pean survey of Ukraine and Kozakdom.
This spring the Ukrainian Research
Institute of Harvard University (HURI),
together with the Institute of Ukrainian
Archeography of the Academy of Sci
ences of Ukraine is scheduled to release
. the third and final volume of a multivolume scholary edition of the "De
scription."
The first volume, which was printed
in Kyyiv in 1991, is a facsimile of the
1660 Rouen edition titled, "Description
DTJkraine, qui sont plusieurs prouinces
du Royaume de Pologne. Contenues
depuis les confins de la Moscouie,
iusques aux limites de la Transilvanie,"
which is housed in the Vasyl Stefanyk
Scholarly Library of Lviv. The original
Rouen edition is relatively modest in
format, with an eight-page introduction,
112 pages of text, one map and eight
woodcuts. However, Beauplan's work
on Ukraine is rich in content. Foll
owing its publication the work became
very popular. It has appeared in eight
European languages — in over 25
editions — in the course of the last three
centuries.

English translation was published by
the Harvard Series in Ukrainian Studies
at HURL It also contains reproductions
of the original illustrations, an extensive
introduction by its translators. Dr.
Andrew Pernal, professor of History at
Brandon University (Manitoba) and
Dr. Dennis Essar, adjunct professor in
the department of French, Italian and
Spanish languages at Brock University
(St. Catharine's, Ontario), extensive
text notes, and indices.
The introduction contains a dis
The second Kyyiv volume, in commem cussion of Beauplan's stay in Ukraine,
oration of the 340th anniversary of the his work as a cartographer and author,
"Description's" publication, represents the history of his maps, and his "A
the first complete Ukrainian translation Description of Ukraine." A represen
of the text. The "Description" describes tative selection of Beauplan's maps
the day-to-day living and customs of the depicting Ukraine are included as part
Zaporozhian Kozaks and Ukrainian of the third volume in a separate map
society, as well as the geography, flora casing. Twenty-eight high quality rep
and fauna and climatic conditions of roductions — with four in color ~ of
Ukraine. The Ukrainian translation the maps are included, with a separate
includes an introduction by Drs. Jaros- guide map bringing the total to 29.
lav Isaievych and V. A. Smolij, with ,
The third volume, measuring 8 У2 by
survey of Ukrainian Beauplaniana 11 inches with a deluxe jacket and
compiled by Dr. Jaroslav Dashkevych, bmdmg, will appear in hardcover. The
also of Lviv. The volume includes over separate mapcase is of equal dimen
130 pages of commentary and anno sions. The 29 maps vary in size from 6
tations, and illustrations. Both Kyyiv by 9 inches to nearly 22 by 24. A
editions,are.5>3Aby 7 !4 inches in size. gazeteer keyed to these maps is included
The third volume containing the
(Continued on page 19)
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Communist Party...
(Continued from page 3)
property once owned by the CPU, when
it was the only legal part in the country,
Mr, Symonenko repeatedly rcelied that
such questions would only br decide^
after the p .rty's legal sinius is clarified

.

g i \ ^ up hearth and home io- man)
months at a time in search of giory in
sport. Mr. A.nosov, the youngesi crcu
member and unofficial White House and
Wall Street postcard distributor,
explained the situation thus: '* I am the
only single man here, so for me it is not
as difficult as for the others, who are all
married and have children back home.
But we feel very strongly about this ship.
about the race. Just to compete is an
honor. Of course we want to win..."

The 550 delegates a the Donetske
congress included representatives frora
all Ukrainian oblasts, Mr. Symonenko
said. The meeting elected i\ Central
C o m m i t t e e of 120 m e m b e r s and a
Secretariat.
Mr. S y m o n e n k o , deputy general
director of the Uhlemash corporation in
Donetske, was elected first secretary.
Mr. S y m o n e n k o says he receives a
monthly salary of 30,000 kbv (about $8
U.S.) and does not own a car or a dacha.

The Odessa and its crew have come a
long way towards realizing their dream
of flying Ukraine's flag in the Whitbread.
But their labors will not bear fruit with
out strong support from the Ukrainian
American community. That support is
needed immediately for this endeavour,
which can truly be a defining moment in
the history of Ukrainian sport.
Interested individuals may call the
900 number, and contributions by mail
may be made out to "Yacht ODESSA"
and sent directly to: 5411 W. Tyson
Ave., Tampa, FL 33611.
Further information may be obtained
from Earth Ocean Sail at (703) 4067628, or by writing to EOS, 1001 S.
Dakota Ave., Tampa FL 33606.

He does have a solid Communist
background, having served as ideology
secretary for the Komsomol in 19821988 and in several party posts on the
district and oblast level.

The crew of the Odessa takes a moment off from its ceaseless labors. Top row
from left: Gleg Doroshenko, Captain Anatoliy Verba. Middle Row: Gennadiy
Korolkov, Igor Kutorkin, Sergey Lastowiecky. Bottom row: Mikhail Mikhailov.
Not pictured: Artur Anosov, Vladimir Kulinichenko.

Computer Graphic Design Typograpliy & Illustration
Sviatoslav Kruchowv • 45 Cellar Avenue, New Hvde Park, NY 11040-2014

FLOWERS

U-S. SAVINGS BONDS

CUT THE COST
Delivered in Ukraine
1-800-832-1789
Landmark, Ltd.

OF YOUR STAY IN KYYIV
NEWLY RENOVATED, FULLY EQUIP
PED APAFTTTVIENTS, CENTER OF KYYIV
PHONE, TV, AIRPORT PICK-UP
$ 1 8 0 - 2 0 0 / W E E K FOR 2-3 P E O P L E
REALESTATE

SERVICES

TELx|714)721-8779
FAX:l714)721-0772

KERHONKSON, N.Y,
Custom Built Homes
$69,900

KARPATRSKI 2IRKY

No. 7784

$38.00

•

Local builder with 21 years experience cus
tom building homes in Kerhonkson
is now offering a
ranch, cape or mountain chalet style home
on your lot for only $69,900.
Each home has 3 b / r, 1-2 baths,
l/r, d/r, kit. and full bsmt. Includes all applilances, 250 ft. well, all plumbing, electric and
heating systems and wall to wall carpeting.
Local land also available.
For more Information or
appointment to see completed home write
Box 401 Kerhonkson, NY 12446
or call: (914) 626-8603

VATRA GROUP LVIV
No. 7785
$38.00
• KARPATSKI AKVAREU
No, 7786
$38.00
• POCHORON
PATRIARCHA No. 7787
• 1 RICHNYCYA
NEZALEZNOSTI
UKRAINYNo. 1992 $38. і
Ш CASSETTES from
UKRAINE
В 6 RECORDS ONLY $19.00 І
Write for free catalogue.
APON RECORD COMPANY
P.O. Box 3082 Steinway
b n g Island a t y , N.Y. n 103 ^

Tel.: (718) 721-5599

The party general secretary said the
CPU would now "actively stand for a
sovereign Ukraine." The party advocates
religious freedom, though it reserves the
right to advocate atheism. Furthermore,
it prefers "socialist ownership," though it
recognizes other forms of ownership
according to law. The party would also
favor the adoption of Russian as
U k r a i n e ' s second l a n g u a g e , Mr.
Symonenko said.
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JOIN US FOR A VERY SPECIAL 10th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION!

CLUB SUZIE-Q WEEK
at SOYUZrVKA
August 14-21, 1993
An Unforgettable Ukrainian Vacation Experience
Enjoy the warm and friendly atmosphere as Ukrainian professionals (age 25 and up)
from across the US and Canada gather to share memories and enjoy new adventures.
Both singles and married couples are welcome!
FOR INFORMATION:
Conn.
Ontario, Canada:
Halya Duda (203) 658-7775
Marta Terebenec (416) 249-0225
Julie Nesteruk (203) 953-5825
Roman Nazarewycz (416) 535-0480
New York:
Adrian Bryttan (212) 367-0674, Anisa and George Mycak (718) 263-7978

СОЮЗІВКА
SOYUZIVKA
SUMMER PROGRAMS 1993
Saturday, July 17
10:00 pm DANCE — music provided by SOUNDS OF SOYUZIVKA
Saturday, July 24
8:30 pm CONCERT —TARAS PETRYNENKO and "HRONO"
10:00 pm DANCE — music provided by FATA MORGANA
Sunday, July 25
2:15 pm OUTDOOR CONCERT featuring FATA MORGANA
Saturday, July 31
8:30 pm CONCERT — SOYUZIVKA DANCE WORKSHOP RECITAL;
director: ROMA PRYMA BOHACHEVSKY
10:00 pm DANCE — music provided by VODOHRAY /N.Y./
Sunday, August 1
2:15 pm CONCERT — SVITLANA NYKYTENKO, soprano
HANNA KUPOROSOVA, pianist
Saturday, August 7
8:30 pm CONCERT — DUMKA CHOIR /N.Y./
VASYL HRECHYNSKY, conductor
10:00 pm DANCE — music provided by OLES KUZYSZYN Trio /N.J./
Sunday, August 8
UNWLA Day

SUNDAY, JULY 11, 1993

Sheptytsky...
(Continued from page 7)
member of the Sheptytsky Institute
Foundation.
In accepting the donation from the
Kules, the institute's director, the Rev.
Andriy Chirovsky, explained that the $1
million check "has our legs shaking and
also makes them stop shaking." He said,
"Your have not only given us a donation,
you have given us your trust."
The Rev. Chirovsky noted that the $1
million chair is "bare bones" when it
comes to today's academic economic
climate. "Back in the 1960s, it cost about
$600,000 (U.S.) to establish Ukrainian
chairs in literature, linguistics and histo
ry at Harvard University."
Starting September 1, 1994, St. Paul
University has also approved the first
bachelor of theology degree program in
Eastern Christian studies. The Rev.
Chirovsky said that 22 of 30 required
undergraduate credits will now be avail
able in that discipline.
"Many of our clergy have been
trained in the Latin-rite tradition,
because we never had a specific academ
ic program for our rite," he explained.
In fact, the Ukrainian Catholic Church
has not had its own Eastern-rite academ
ic training program since 1946, when it
lost the Theological Academy of Lviv
and other Ukrainian seminaries through
their absoфtion into the Moscow-based

YEVSHAN
Book & Music
Catalog
The Source
for Ukrainian
Books - Music - Compact discs
Videos - Language tapes
Cliildren's bool(s
History & Educational boolcs

For a free copy call
1-800-265-9858
(USA & Canada - 24 hours)

Shoping at home is just
a phone call away with the new
Yevshan Toll free number!
Visa • MasterCard Accepted

Saturday, August 14
8:30 pm CONCERT — Dance Ensemble CHERVONYI МАК /Ohio/
A Division of Midwest Contemporary Ballet Theatre
VIRA MAGDALINA ILCZYSZYN, Artistic Director
HALYNA KOVHANYCH, OKSANA KOVHANYCH (doughter) -~
performing songs and accompanied by guitar and bandura.
10:00 pm DANCE — music provided by VODOHRAY /N.Y./

Yevshan Corporation
Box 325
Beaconsfield, Quebec
Canada, H9W5T8
Fax (514) 630-9960

Saturday, August 21
UKRAINIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION
8:30 pm CONCERT — PROMETHEUS CHOIR /Philadelphia/
ADRIAN BRITTAN, conductor

Planning a trip to

10:00 pm DANCE — music provided by BURYA Яогото/
11:30 pm Crowning of "MISS SOYUZIVKA 1994"
Saturday, August 28
8:30 pm CONCERT IN MEMORY of "ALEX"
*** All proceeds will be fonA/arded to the family of the late ALEX HOLUB in
Ukraine, whom he financially supported since his arrival in the U.S.

UKRAINE?
Personalized
Travel Service at
Reasonable Rates

10:00 pm DANCE — music provided by KRYSHTAL
Sunday, August 29
2:15 pm CONCERT: MUSIC OF LVIV COMPOSERS
LABOR DAY WEEKEND SEPTEMBER 3,4,5,6
CELEBRATIONS MARKING THE CENTENNIAL of SVOBODA
60th Anniversary of THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
and the 40th Anniversary of SOYUZIVKA
DANCE EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT TO THE TUNES OF "SOUNDS OF SOYUZIVKA"
featuring: HRYC HRYNOVEC AND STEPAN BEN
Mistress of Ceremonies: MARIANKA HAWRYLUK

Program Director ANYA DYDYK-PETRENKO
UNA Estate, Foordnfiore Rd., Kerhonkson, NY 12446;
(914) 626-5641; FAX (914) 626-4638

•VISAS*HOTELS*MEALS*
•TRANSFERS^GUIDES*
•AIR TICKETS*
•RAIL TICKETS*
•CARS WITH DRIVERS*
• INTERPRETERS •
•SIGHTSEEING*

LANDMARK, LTD
toll free (800) 832-1789
PC/MD/VA (703) 941-6180

fax (703) 941-7587
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Russian Orthodox Church.
The. Rev. Chirovsky, who first estab
lished the institute at Catholic
Theological Union graduate school in
Chicago seven years ago, said three
other academic chairs are planned. They
include professorships in Byzantine
liturgy. Eastern-rite Church history and
Ukrainian Orthodox-Catholic ecu
menism. There are also plans to intro
duce a master's program in Eastern
Christian studies by September 1, 1996,
as well as master's and doctoral level
programs in Eastern Christian theology.
"If we reach the goal of offering pro
grams from the bachelor's to the doctor
al level in Eastern Christian theology,"
explained the Rev. Chirovsky, "our uni
versity will be the first in the Western
hemisphere to do so."
Eugene Cherwick, president of the
Sheptytsky Institute Foundation, said a
campaign is under way to raise similar
amounts for future chairs. So far, the
institute has raised $1 million on its own,
not including the Kules' gift. But Mr.
Cherwick explained that the weak econ
omy has prevented the accumulation of
enough interest from the foundation's
assets to fully support the institute's esti
mated annual budget of $110,000.
At the June 11 event, the Rev. Pierre
Hurtibise, rector of St. Paul University,
said that with its official recognition, the
institute will add a "second lung" from
which the university could breathe.
That's a reference to Pope John Paul II,
who has often referred to the Easternand Latin-rite traditions of Roman
Catholicism as comprising the Church's
two lungs.
Archbishop Maxim Hermaniuk of
Winnipeg, in addressing the invited
guests in French, said the institute
ensures that Church teaching continues
"in all of its forms."
The metropolitan, who might join the
institute as a sessional lecturer in Eastern
canon law, headed the drive to bring the
institute from the United States in 1989.
"He had the courage and the vision to
start the process," added the Rev.
Chirovsky.
Although the Sheptytsky Institute will
be considered a "free-standing" center
that by April 30, 1995, will provide
accredited degree programs, Toronto
lawyer Ihor Bardyn said the institute's
initial application was rejected by the
university as overly ambitious. "It would
have created a university within a uni
versity," noted Mr. Bardyn, who also
serves as vice-president of the Ukrainian
Canadian Congress. "It would have
become the first Ukrainian theological
university in the world."
The institute, named in honor of
Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky, who
founded the Theological Academy of
Lviv, also runs a summer graduate pro
gram in Eastern-rite theology, liturgy
and spirituality at Mt. Tabor Monastery
in Redwood Valley, Calif.

Canada...
(Continued from page 7)
Tarnopolsky (Toronto) and Dr. Paul
LeBlond (University of British
Columbia).
The objective is to raise $100,000 to
endow the program. RSC's Department
of External Affairs has agreed to supple
ment funds raised at the rate of one dol
lar for five, up to a maximum of
$15,000: thus $85,000 remains to be
raised.
For inquiries or donations, contact:
Therese Gauthier, Coordinator,
Development and International
Relations, The Royal Society of Canada,
P.O. Box 9734, Ottawa, Ontario, KIG
5J4; (613) 991-6993; fax, (613) 9916996.
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First Holy Communion at St. John's Parish

(Continued from page 8)
care of them. Today they do not display
the initiative, the confidence or pride in
ownership which is the core of a freemarket society. They are not risk-takers
and, for the most part, do not display
courage and motivation to take responsi
bility for themselves.
I am no fan of the command adminis
trative system of yesteryear, nor do I
promote the principles of communism,
but I, too, in three short years have been
astounded by the changes I have wit
nessed h e r e , both good and b a d . I
applaud the positive. But, when I see
families going vegetarian, not out of
choice but out of necessity, and children
crying for ice cream because once it was
a daily ritual and now it's a rare treat, I
get even angrier about how much people
have gone through over the past few
years and how much they still have to
sacrifice before they begin to live as a
civilized people.
Over the past few months, I've seen
women crying in stores because they
could not afford sausages at new prices
(13,000 coupons a kilo for a woman who
makes 26,000 a month; and I've seen
war v e t e r a n s , chests a d o r n e d with
medals for heroism, return shopping
bags of empty milk bottles to receive a
liter-bottle of milk in return.
I've also seen something I will never
forget. As I waited for a ride to come
pick me up one morning, at 5:15 a.m. I
saw a woman, dressed in slippers and a
tattered robe run up to a garbage dumpster and start picking through the debris.
As I waited for 40 minutes, she rum
maged through all the trash. Then our
eyes met and she, apparently ashamed,
returned to her apartment building across
the way.
My companion, who was watching
the scene with me, just shook his head
and said: "This would never have hap
pened three, four years ago."

First Holy Communion took place on May 2 at St. John The Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church in Newark, N.J. Pictured
above are students from St. John's School and various other area schools, along with the pastor, the Rev. Michael
Wiwchar, Sister Maria Rozmarynowycz, principal, and Sister Damien Matyszczak, catechism teacher.
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« IKRAINE
Just over a month ago, Kyyiv held its
annual "Days of Kyyiv" weekend and
President Leonid Kravchuk came out to
greet the children who were collecting
money to remodel a children's club
h o u s e in the city center called
"Chocolate House." They asked him for
a d o n a t i o n . T h e generous p r e s i d e n t
looked into his pocket and took out a
$10 bill (worth about 40,000 coupons at
today's exchange rate).
Yes, Ukraine is a land of many con
trasts.

Beauplan's...
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(Continued from page 16)
in the volume. This publication is unlike
m y other H U R l publication and is
unparalleled in its aesthetic quality.
Beauplan's work, in this three-volume
set, will be one of the most widely
utilized sources on early Kozak history,
with o u t s t a n d i n g translations a n d
flawless cartographic reproductions.
This publication was funded in part by
the noted benefactors of the Ukrainian
Studies at Harvard, Mr. and M r s .
Warren Bruggeman of New York, in
memory of Mrs. Bruggeman's father,
J o h n Urban, a well-known civic leader.
All three Beauplan volumes may be
p u r c h a s e d from t h e U k r a i n i a n R e 
search Institute at Harvard University
by writing to: Harvard Series in Ukrainian Studies, A T T N : Beauplan,
1583 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge,
MA 02138. Cost, including shipping:
$90 (includes $75 , for the H a r v a r d
edition, $10 for both Kyyiv editions
and $5 postage).
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Florio launches re-election bid Heritage Foundation to mark
Youth League's 60th jubilee

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. — In a
tightly packed main ballroom at the New
Brunswick Hyatt Hotel, to the sounds of
blaring trumpets and a raucous rock
band. Gov. Jim Florio officially
launched his re-election bid for a second
term as governor of New Jersey at 10:30
p.m. on June 8 — primary election day.
He c o n g r a t u l a t e d his o p p o n e n t .
Republican Party nominee Christine
Todd Whitman, and thanked all who had
worked in his behalf.
Prior to his personal appearance, a
film was shown of the governor receiv
ing the "Profiles in Courage" award.
This award is given in memory of the
late President John F. Kennedy by the
Kennedy family to individuals who have
displayed outstanding courage by stand
ing firm on often controversial but bene
ficial public issues — in Gov. Florio's
case the issue of gun control for assault
weapons.
'"{ believe that standing up to the pow
erful special interests and fighting for the
people of New Jersey is worth it," stated
Mr. Florio. He further stated that he sup
ports quality education for children, the
death penalty for murderers, a ban on
assault weapons, prevention of ocean
dumping, reforms in welfare programs
and increased job opportunities.
/Юпіу in the last month alone," he
stated, " w e ' v e moved 130,000 New
Jerseyans from unemployment to work."
He stated that he had jump-started a bil
lion dollars' worth of job-creating pro
jects and saved thousands of jobs with
his sфall business loans. He added that
he had expanded job training for work
ing people and fought for and won an

increase in the minimum wage in New
Jersey.
He said the people of New Jersey
have a choice between a governor who
has worked hard in tough times to help
them as opposed to a politician who has
no real plan for the future. He concluded
his speech by saying that he was com
mitted to "building the economy of the
future today."

Gov. Florio is best known to the
Ukrainian American community as the
initiator and sponsor of the Ukraine
Famine Bill in the U.S. Congress 10
years ago, which resulted in a federally
funded agency called the U . S .
Commission on thie Ukraine Famine set
up to study the causes and consequences
of the 1932-1933 famine in Ukraine,
during which 7 to 10 million people died
of starvation. In addition, he signed
Congressional resolutions and wrote
many letters for the defense and the
release of religious and political prison
ers in the former USSR. As governor, he
issued Ukrainian independence procla
mations, participated in Chornobyl com
memorations and was the first governor
in the U.S. to publicly recognize the
independence of Ukraine.
League of Ukrainian Voters (LUV)
members Zirka Bekesewycz, Walter
Bodnar and Bozhena Olshaniwsky were
among the throng on this festive occa
sion. They exchanged political views
and explained to those interested that the
League of Ukrainian Voters is a non-par
tisan group that encourages political
action and supports candidates who sup
port Ukrainian issues.

POLAND. Ohio — The Ukrainian
Heritage Foundation will meet and cele
brate the 6()lh a n n i v e r s a r y of the
Ukrainian Youth League of North
A m e r i c a on O c t o b e r 15-17 in the
Cleveland area.
The meeting will take place at the
Hilton South Inn in Parma, Ohio.
The following have been elected to
make sure that all the visitors will have
an enjoyable weekend, as they used to
on Labor Day w e e k e n d s , when the
UYL-NA hosted activities throughout
the United States and Canada. The chair
man is Steve Zenczak; Helen Shipka,
secretary; Mr. Woloshyn, publicity;
Mike Zadarecky, Friday night welcome;
and Helen Mural and Helen Shipka,

UNA Seniors...
(Continued from page 5)
English in Ukraine.
All the a d d r e s s e s were warmly
received by the attendees, which was
evident by the number of questions
asked and the discussions that followed.
The entire week was dotted with
social events. On Sunday night a "geta c q u a i n t e d party'' was held at the
Veselka with refreshments, dancing and
singing enjoyed by all. Monday
evening's highlight was a "sing-a-long,"
while Tuesday was Bingo night. This
pastime has become ^a favorite of the
Seniors.
The grand event of the week came on
Thursday evening, when cocktails and
hors d ' o e u v r e s \yere served on the
V e s e l k a p a t i o . All the guests were
dressed in their best embroidered blous
es, shirts and ties for the gala banquet.
Dancing followed to the music of the
Soyuzivka house band.
On Friday morning, the final business
session was held. Discussion on new
business and suggestions for the coming
20th conference were made. The confer
ence was b r o u g h t to a close with a
p r a y e r and the U k r a i n i a n national
anthem.

Looking for a good investment?
Consider the UNA'S Flexible Life Plan.
We offer:
- 7.25% current interest rale guaranteed for one year
- Low risk

- Guaranteed minimum interest rate of 5.00%
- Tax free death benefit to your beneficiary
- Tax deferred accumulations
- Possible ability to access cash values without current taxation
• For more information about the UNA's Flexible Life Plan contact the UNA*s
Financial Services Department at:
1-800 253-9862 nationally or 215 821-5800 in Eastern Pennsylvania,

NewYorHKyyiv
«780
Balkan

The new executive board for 19931994 is mostly the same (vi^ith some
minor changes) that of the past seven
years. The board comprises: President
Woloshyn of Poland, Ohio; Executive
Vice-President
Slobodiarl
of
Kerhonkson, N.Y.; Vice-President John
Laba of Wairwick, R.L; Honorary Past
President Stepan Kuropas of Chicago;
Honorary UNA Member Judge Chopek
of Los A l a m o s , N . M . ; U k r a i n i a n
Secretary Helen T r e n k l e r , East
Providence, R.L; English Secretary
Mary S. Bobeczko, Middleburg Heights,
Ohio; Treasurer Regina V, Dziubaniuk,
Norwood, Mass.; Publicity Chairman
Barahura, Woodhaven, N.Y.; controllers
Myroslaw Pastushenko of Woodhaven,
N.Y., Bohdan Prynada of Carteret, N. J.,
and Miroslawa Powch of North Rort,
Fla.
Ч

on Balkan Airlines via superb Boeing 767-200ER
> Monday departures from JFK
• Excellent service, perfect connection
Call your travel agent or:

+ $21

ROUND
TRIP

ONEAVAft AVAILABLE

HOLIDAYS

41E. 42nd St., #5{)8,New^brk,NY10017
Fax: (212) 573-5538 • Tel: (212) 573-5530

Same rates to Moscow
and from Kyyiv (Kiev)
Tickets issued in NYC

Need a back issue?
If you'd like to obtain a
back issue of The Ukrainian
Weekly, send $2 per copy
(first-class postage includ
ed) to: Administration, The
Ukrainian
Weekly,
30
Montgomery St., Jersey
City, N.J. 07302.

reception. Other chairpersons will be
announced later.
Tentative plans call for a welcome
reception on Friday evening, October 15,
at the hotel. On Saturday morning, the
Ukrainian Heritage Foundation will have
a general meeting. Saturday afternoon
will be "reunion time." The committee is
urging all to bring their UYL-NA memo
rabilia along. There will be a space pro
vided for the photographs and items (
bygone years.
Plans are being formulated by Taras
Szmagala to approach the Cleveland
Ukrainian Museum to determine interest
in collecting items youth leaguers are
willing to donate.
A banquet and dance at the hotel are
being planned for Saturday night.

Regional
representatives
are:
Connecticut — Olga Paproski; New
England — UNA S u p r e m e A d v i s o r
Anne Remick; New Jersey — Maria
Mandzij; New York and Vicinity —
Olga Liteplo; Rochester Area — Mrs.
Russnak; Ohio — Nicholas Bobeczko
and Pennsylvania — Eva Uzych.
Next year the Ukrainian National
Association Seniors will celebrate their
20th anniversary and the 1994 confer
ence promises to be one of the best. Any
UNA member who is a senior (60 years
or older) can join and attend the confer
ences at the Soyuzivka.

Executive Committee...
(Continued from page 5)
Wolodymyr Barahura, the long-time edi
tor of Veselka, the U N A ' s children's
magazine. Mr. Barahura has been suc
ceeded by Luba Dmytryshyn Chasto.
The history of the UNA currently
being written by Dr. Myron B. Kuropas
thus far has eight chapters, of which five
are already translated into Ukrainian,
said Mrs. Diachuk.
At the UNA Washington Office, a
third staffer has been hired. She is Xenia
Ponomarenko, a law school graduate.
Some of her articles have already been
published in The Ukrainian Weekly,
Mrs. Diachuk noted.
Meanwhile, in Pittsburgh, site of the
UNA'S centennial convention which will
take p l a c e in May 1994, a U N A
Convention Committee was elected at a
recent meeting of the UNA District
Committee. Its chairman is noted com
munity activist Michael Komichak.
Finally, the supreme president report
ed on the continuing ^Teaching English
in Ukraine" program being directed by
Dr. Zirka Voronka. Eighty teachers w^''
teach 86 courses throughout Ukraine; ti
courses are expected to draw 1,300 stu
dents in 39 cities/towns in 22 oblasts of
Ukraine. The project's co-sponsor in
U k r a i n e is the P r o s v i t a U k r a i n i a n
Language Society.
Another project supported by the
UNA , this one in conjunction with phil
anthropist George Soros' Renaissance
Fund, is an intensive tv^o-week seminar
for teachers of the English language in
Ukraine. Some 120 teachers are expect
ed to attend the seminar, which aims to
teach methodology and upgrade their
knowledge of the language. Co-sponsors
of the project are the Ministry of
Education and the Pedagogical Institute
in Kyyiv. All teaching materials used by
the 10 American teachers who will serve
as instructors will remain at the
Pedagogical Institute, where they will be
available for further use.
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Plast holds...
(Continued from page 9)
invited those who were interested in the
full two-day course to join us. The num
ber of participants was thus reduced to
24, all of whom stayed for the full twoday program. Of these, 14 were in the
first group and 10 were teachers or edu
cation workers. The teachers were from
Donetske and vicinity; the keen young
people
were
from
Donetske,
Zaporizhzhia, Dnipropetrovske and
Mariupil.
The program of the course was geared
to introducing the participants to the
principles of scouting; it included dis
cussions of its fundamental aims and
methods as well as an introduction to the
Plast program itself. Although a lot of
the discussions and points raised differed
little from what we normally get at simi
lar courses in the West — Plast after all
bases its program on scouting principles
which are themselves universal — some
aspects were new to us.
Although I had been aware that east
ern Ukraine was R u s s i a n - s p e a k i n g ,
somehow I had not actually considered
the possibility that so few people could
speak Ukrainian, particularly among
those who would be interested in an
organization such as Plast. Of the 24 par
ticipants, only seven spoke Ukrainian,
all the rest only Russian, although most
of them had little trouble understanding
our Ukrainian. But with patience on both
sides, the language issue caused no prob
lems in communication.
Another challenge for us from Canada
was the fact that we had been used to

With the striking...
(Continued from page 9)
It was generally assumed that there
were other reasons for the strike, the
main one being the fact that the leader
ship of Ukraine had lost its influence in
the eastern regions.
Although the Donbas had overwhelm
ingly supported Leonid Kravchuk in the
1991 presidential elections, there was
general disillusionment with the presi
dent who, it was felt, could not lead. The
regions were now formulating demands
concerning only their regional interests.
C o n t i n u o u s speeches blared put
across the square, but few people were
paying attention. The main topic of con
versation was President K r a v c h u k ' s

Organizers of the Plast seminar: (from left) Jurij Darewycz, Oksana Zakydalsky,
Sviatoslav Surma, Luba Toporovych, Ksenia Maryniak, Valeriy Oliynyk and
(kneeling) Bohdan Hasiuk.
conducting such training with young
people who had grown up in Plast and
did not have to be introduced to the
basics, but needed instruction in leader
ship skills and methods. In Donetske we
had to start from the very beginning, and
even farther back, as differences
between the principles of scouting and
the Pioneers had be elucidated. Here we
yielded to our Ukrainian colleagues who
were well-versed and experienced in
providing such explanations.

One of the main points of discussion
— raised mostly by the teachers in the
group — was how to interest people to
volunteer to work with youths without
any remuneration. We needed to explain
the difference between what a profes
sional teacher or youth social worker
does and what a volunteer does and their
different motivations. The concept of
volunteer work is little understood in
Ukraine.
At the end, we received evaluations of

appointment the day before of the mayor
of Donetske, Evkhim Zvehilsky, a for
mer director of a coal mine and head of
the strike organizing committee, as first
deputy prime minister, a position previ
ously occupied by Ihor Yukhnovsky.
Everyone agreed that this clever move
by the foxy president was meant to buy
off the strikers, while it ensured that the
strikers' demands would be put on the
parliamentary agenda.
We exchanged some friendly com
ments with a group of m i n e r s . Dr.
Darewych expressed sympathy with
their difficult job, explaining that he had
spent a summer as a student working in a
gold mine in Alberta. The miners were
very amused at this comparison and said
that they would be more than happy to
work in the mines in Canada.

By Monday, June 14, the strikers in
October Square were joined by many
others, including workers from metallur
gical and machine building factories in
the area, as a show of solidarity. The
Supreme Council in Kyyiv was begin
ning its session the next day. The march
of the supporters into the square was
very orderly and quiet; police presence
was low-key. The number of demonstra
tors was variously estimated at between
35,000 and 60,000. With umbrellas
unfurled against the midday sun and
carts selling snacks and drinks, the
demonstration looked like a giant civic
picnic.
Although there were no red flags in
evidence, many of the slogans were writ
ten on red banners (whether deliberately
or because there is a suфlus of red mate
rial, it was hard to guess). From a dis
tance, the red banners could be mistaken
for red flags, a fact played up by
Moscow television. Some of the slogans
demanded the resignation of both the
president and the Parliament; others
asked for economic autonomy for the

UNR documents...
(Continued from page 6)

Striking miners in the city center.

1920 in Warsaw, and headed by Symon
Pediura. Given Europe's political turbu
lence at the time, including the Nazi
offensive, official documents and corre
spondence were in jeopardy of being
irretrievably lost in their temporary stor
age sites of Warsaw and Paris.
Through the government-in-exile's
contacts in Canada, the collection found
safe haven in Ottawa. Although Mr.
Momryk is not sure of the exact size of
the collection, he says that the Canadian
holdings track the activities of the gov
ernment throughout Europe and South
America since 1920. H o w e v e r , the
majority of materials are of post-World
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the course and its program from all the
participants. Mr. Hasiuk was able to sign
up a good number who were interested
in attending further training courses.
Even the teachers who did not express
definite plans to work in Plast said they
had received a completely new perspec
tive on the organization, and their com
ments were very positive.
The education authorities in Donetske
agreed to provide premises and facilities
for a resource center for Plast and to
engage a person who would conduct
organizational work. Mr. Oliynyk, who
had previously received only negative
responses from the local authorities to
his requests for assistance — he has had
to conduct Plast meetings in his own
apartment — was both amazed and
pleased with their change in attitude.
There is no doubt that the Plast and
scouting program, once made available
and explained to people, has tremendous
drawing power. Its 82-year history
attests to that. The combination we were
able to come up with in the training
course in Donetske — Plast members
from the West with many years of expe
rience and young leaders from PlastUkraine who have the insight into the
conditions and issues in Ukraine as well
as the enthusiasm and commitment that
can motivate others — proved to be a
winner.
It was perhaps symbolic that Plast,
which seeks to bring young people
together, was.establishing roots in eastem Ukraine precisely at the same time as
other forces were trying to separate this
region from the rest of the country.
Although we made only a small step,
hopefully, it will prove to be a signifi
cant one.

D o n b a s . I did not see a single p r o Communist or separatist slogan at the
demonstration that morning.
The Donetske Oblast Council was
meeting and it was that body which
pushed the miners into more political
demands such as official bilingualism
and the political a u t o n o m y of the
Donbas. Mykhailo Horyn was to say
later (as quoted in Holos Ukrainy): "The
political demands of the striking miners
are being imposed on them and are not
their own. The miners are being used by
a n t i - U k r a i n i a n and p r o - i m p e r i a l i s t
forces, and this is bringing in political
complications."
The previous week the third Chervona
Ruta festival had been held in the city
center of Donetske, still dominated by a
colossal statue of Lenin. For the festival
performers the statue had served as the
perfect touchstone for ridicule and fun, a
no longer threatening comical icon of the
past.
A week later, other remnants of the
past were posing what many were call
ing the most serious threat to Ukraine
since independence.
War II vintage.
A Ukrainian national government-inexile archival committee is spearheading
negotiations between the National
Archives of Canada and the Ukrainian
government.
Mr. Momryk said he is confident that
Ukraine has the technological capability
to properly store the archival collection
but remains torn about their transfer.
"Normally the position of an archivist
is that stuff should stay where it is creat
ed or where it can be u s e d , " he
explained. "We still have a lot of
r e s e a r c h e r s , including those from
Ukraine, coming here to work with the
materials.
"But, in practical terms, it would
make sense to have this material avail
able to Ukrainians in Ukraine as well."
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Ukrainian Canadian...
(Continued from page 1)
chps^ to ignore the legitimate grievances
of Qfjr people until the last possible
moment. This is not only patronizing,
but insulting."
Although Mr. Bardyn's group accept
ed a proposed apology to the community
in the House of Commons, the erection
of plaques and construction of an inter
pretive center at the Castle Mountain
internment site in Banff National Park,
he says the UCC will continue pressing
for its requested community fund. That
money would be in compensation for the
$10 million confiscated, not including
property and homes, from Ukrainian
Canadians from 1914 to 1920.
. The Chinese community, which has
spent nine years seeking redress for
Canada's 1923 Chinese Exclusion Act
and exclusive head tax imposed on
Chinese immigrants until 1947, also
rejected Mr. Weiner's offer.
The Chinese community is seeking a
return of the $23 million collected from
their members between 1885 and 1923.
John Pang, executive director of the

Chinese Canadian National Council, said
that in today's dollars, the amount is
closer to $1 billion.
Yet, the federal government has com
mitted only to include a medal for all
survivors and a written apology to rela
tives of those who died.
"We don't even know how much the
medal is worth," explains Gary Yee,
chairman of the Chinese Canadian
National Council's head-tax redress
committee. "For all we know, it could be
worth $10."
However, the letter goes on to suggest
that "in the last days of (Prime Minister
Mulroney's) government, there was not
the commitment on (his) part, as the ulti
mate decision-maker, to deal with our
community fairly.
"...Above all, as an interpreter...(a)
leader must be truthful — not merely in
the sense of avoiding flat out lies, but
truthful as a writer must be truthful:
without false sentiment, bombast or
cliche."
In a separate letter, Mr. Bardyn calls
on newly-installed Prime Minister Kim
Campbell to "agree with the actions
taken by the late President John F.
Kennedy who stated 4 can only be just

in our times' " and implemented affirma
tive action to redress the unjust treatment
of black Americans over the previous
two centuries.
A June 21, a Toronto Star editorial
echoed that sentiment, insisting that
"Kim Campbell ought to intervene,
honor (Mr. Mulroney's) pledges and
close these shameful chapters in our his
tory.
"...Besides, the economic argument is
hard to swallow from a government
that's shelling out $5.8 billion for heli
copters we don't need," the Star added.
Mr. Bardyn said he hopes to meet
with Ms. Campbell prior to the upcom
ing general election. Should her govern
ment remain intransigent to the UCC's
request, he hints that the redress alliance
involving the Ukrainian, Italian and
Chinese Canadian communities will
fight the Tories during their re-election
bid.
So far, the UCC might have an eager
ally. In a June 8 letter to Mr. Bardyn,
Liberal Opposition Leader Jean Chretien
wrote: "you can be assured that we will
continue to monitor the situation closely
and seek to ensure that the government
honors its promise."

The Ukrainian Research Institute, Harvard University
announces the following new programs for 1993-1994:

UKRAINIAN RESEARCH I N S T I T U T E

UKRAINIAN RESEARCH I N S T I T U T E

UKRAINE:

M I D - C A R E E R TRAINING F E L L O W S
PROGRAM

HISTORICAL LEGACY, CURRENT
T R E N D S , FUTURE P R O S P E C T S

An Intensive Summer Seminar
August 1 - 6,1993
The Ukrainian Research Institute at Harvard University
announces its first week-long Summer Seminar on
Ukraine. Intended for specialists in government service,
businessmen, journalists, and others with a professional
or personal interest in Ukraine, the Summer Seminar
aims to provide a short but intensive orientation in
Ukrainian affairs from a variety of perspectives.
Lectures and panel discussions will cover such topics
as:
• physical and human geography of Ukraine
• historical and cultural heritage
• politics of transition from Soviet dependency to
national sovereignty
• environmental, social, and ethnic issues
• prospects for economic reform and doing business in
Ukraine
• military affairs and the problem of nuclear weapons
in Ukraine
• Ukraine's emerging place in the new world order
An optional mini-course in Ukrainian will provide a
practical introduction to the language. Two sections are
planned-4)ne for total beginners and one for those with
some familiarity with Ukrainian or another Slavic
language.
A program of films and cultural events will supplement
the academic schedule. Representatives of Ukraine's
diplomatic coфs and the US foreign policy community
will be featured speakers at Seminar dinners.
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For Academic Year 1993-1994
The Ukrainian Research Institute at Harvard University
has established a Mid-Career Training Fellows Program
to provide specialists from the public and private sectors
with an opportunity to develop or enhance their
expertise in Ukrainian affairs. The Program is intended
for U.S. and foreign government officials,
representatives of international organizations and the
corporate world of business and finance, journalists, and
other professionals with a need to gain familiarity with
Ukraine.
The Mid-Career Training Fellows Program offers:
• a course of individual study accommodated to
personal needs
• consultations with leading scholars in Ukrainian
fields
• admission to seminars, conferences, workshops and
discussion groups at the Ukrainian Research
Institute and elsewhere at Harvard University
• library privileges and access to Harvard's unique
information resources
• study space
Fellows may make arrangements with the teaching
faculty to audit courses on a non-credit basis ( if
academic credit is desired, registration through the
Special Students' Office is necessary). Although access
to language classes is generally not allowed to nontuition paying fellows, the Institute will assist with
arrangements for private tutoring in Ukrainian at any
level and degree of intensity.
The term of stay will ordinarily be one semester or a
full academic year, but arrangements can be made for
longer or shorter periods of residence.

For further information and application forms for either program, please contact:
Dr. Lubomyr Hajda, Associate Director,
Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute
1583 Massachusetts Ave. - Cambridge, MA 02138
phone: (617) 495-4053 - fax: (617) 495-8097.

Chinese look to
new government
"Now the inscrutable patience of
those Chinese Canadians... has run
out. They should not have to resort to
street demonstrations... to have this
wrong righted. " — The Province
(Vancouver), editorial of July 7,
7992.
by Christopher Guly
OTTAWA — Should redress
become an election issue, the
Chinese-Canadian community could
stand to gain the most in concessions
from Prime Minister Kim Campbell's
government.
Almost half of the country's
Chinese 750,000-member community
lives in Ms. Campbell's home
province of British Columbia. She
represents Vancouver Center as a
Progressive Conservative member of
the House of Commons.
But Gary Yee, chairman of the
Chinese Canadian National Council's
(CCNC's) head-tax redress commit
tee, said he is worried that an elec
tion, expected this September or
October, leaves little time for his
group to intensify its campaign for
redress.
From 1885 to 1923, die Canadian
government imposed a head tax on
every Chinese immigrant, which
started at $50 and jumped to $500 by
1903 — about two years' wages for a
Chinese worker in Canada. The
Chinese first arrived in Canada 136
years ago.
As Victor Yukum Wong, сЬаіфегson of the B.C. Coalition of Head Tax
Payers, Spouses and Descendants
wrote in the April 13 edition of The
Vancouver Sun, "no sooner was the
last spike in Canada's national rail
way driven in 1885," than the head
tax was introduced.
In 1923, it was replaced by the
Chinese Immigration or Exclusion
Act. Its implementation separated
families and allowed less than 50
Chinese to enter Canada. It was final
ly repealed in 1947.
The CCNC has called on the
Canadian government to return the
(Continued on page 24)

Rutgers and Kyyiv...
(Continued from page 6)
Ukraine, Kyyiv State educates 25,000
students and has a faculty of 1,800.
"Ukrainian scholars want to learn
about other educational ideas and
philosophies, not just from books, but
from practical observation," said Ivan
Holowinsky, associate dean of Rutgers'
Graduate School of Education, who with
Prof. Hunczak was instrumental in estab
lishing the exchange program. American
educators will also benefit by gaining
first-hand knowledge about systems that
work effectively in Ukraine, he added.
According to President Lawrence,
Rutgers has 24 or 25 active agreements
with universities abroad; Kyyiv State has
40, including its most recent partnerships
with universities in China, France, Italy,
Japan and South Korea.
Following the signing ceremony, the
Ukrainian delegation participated in a
discussion of future projects with Nobuo
Shimahara, acting dean of the Graduate
School of Education at Rutgers, Dean
Holowinsky and Prof. Hunczak, and
were later hosted to a presidential lun
cheon.
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Ukrainian crossword
by Tamara Stadnychenko

Answers to last week's puzzle
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Newsbriefs...
(Continued from page 2)
Rutskoi reacts to Fleet agreement
MOSCOW — On June 28, Russian
Vice-President Aleksandr Rutskoi called
on the servicemen stationed in Crimean
ports to block the implementation of the
agreement on the Black Sea Fleet recent
ly signed by Presidents Boris Yeltsin of
Russia and Leonid Kravchuk of Ukraine.
He also demanded that Russian flags be
hoisted on all ships in the fleet. Under
the provisions of the June 17 agreement,
all vessels, materiel and financial obliga
tions are to be divided equally among
the t w o c o u n t r i e s , b e g i n n i n g in
September. (Respublika)
Pipeline breach causes spill
ODESSA — A breach occurred in an
oil-bearing pipeline in this port city, and
about 10 tons of crude poured into the
sea on June 29. Clean-up efforts were
under way immediately, and the cause of
the breach was being investigated by
police. (Respublika)
Closing the book on Weiss's visit
KYYIV — Knesset Speaker Shevach
Weiss's visit to the Supreme Council
was the subject, of a letter sent by
Ukraine's Foreign Minister Anatoliy
Z l e n k o to Deputy P a r l i a m e n t a r y
Chairman Vasyl Durdynets. In it, Mr.
Zlenko sti'essed that '4he time has come
to U'CQ o u r s e l v e s of simplified
J u d a i o p h o b i c and U k r a i n o p h o b i c
cliches/" and reiterated that Mr. Weiss
had sent an apology for the misunder
standing that emerged as a result of ''an
error in the translation of his speech to
Parliament.'^ On July 1, the acting
Israeli charge d'affaires in Ukraine,
Yehud Eitam, was summoned to the
Foreign Ministry, where Mr. Zlenko
indicated that the intimation that the
Ukrainian people served the Nazis was
i n s u l t i n g to the nation as a w h o l e .
However, it was agreed once again that
this suggestion emerged as a result of a
translation error. (Respublika)
Envoy summoned over Iraq attacks
KYYIV —- In a meeting with U.S.
Ambassador Roman Popadiuk, Foreign
Minister Anatoliy Zlenko questioned
him closely on the reasons for the U.S.-s
unilateral action against Iraq. Among
the queries Mr. Z l e n k o put to Mr.

Popadiuk were: Why did the U.S. act
without consulting the United Nations?
Why were rocket attacks on Iraqi territory
repeated even after official apologies for
having caused the loss of civilian life?
Mr. Zlenko underlined that Ukraine's
protest did not indicate support for Iraq or
its regime. Ambassador Popadiuk sug
gested that the information now being
passed around in the worid is not entirely
accurate, but did not add any that was
deemed more reliable. He also said he
lacked information about the second
rocket strike. Both diplomats then
affirmed that the U.S. and Ukraine should
remain friends and partners. (Respublika)
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• News from Ukraine
• Profiles
• Youth Segment
• Children's Corner
• Community News
• Art, Business, Finance
• Travel

Plast's 80th anniversary (ЮМПЗ) video now available $39.95 call: (718) 275-1691

СОЮЗіеКА

Coalition denounces fleet treaty
KYYIV — On June 21, the Ukrainian
National Assembly, a coalition of demo
cratic nationalist opposition parties,
issued a strong condemnation of the June
17 accord on the Black Sea Fleet. The
statement read: "In its form, style and
content, this agreement can be character
ized as a capitulation. Since this agree
ment was not p r e c e d e d by a war in
which our country suffered defeat, this
document is evidence of the betrayal of
Ukraine's interests by its senior leader
ship." (Respublika)

U.S. SAVINGS
BONDS
Buy them where you
bank or work.

Enjoy the Festival at Verkhovyna
But Stay at Soyuzivka!!!
Standart and Deluxe rooms are still available for the weekend of
July 16,17 & 18th.
Call Soyuzivka for reservations.
Saturday, July 17th, 1993
SOYUZIVKA will have a bus departing its premises at 5PM
in front of the Main House
to arrive at Verkhovyna Resort in Glen Spey, NY at approximately 6:30РМ|
just in time for the 7:00PM show & 9:00PM Zabava.
Departure time from Verkhovyna Resort approximately 1AM.
Cost per person $10.00.
There are ONLY 47 seats available — so call NOW!!
ADVANCED RESERVATIONS ONLY — Based upon availability.
(admission to festival NOT included)
Ukrainian National Association Estate — SOYUZIVKA
Foordmore Road
Kerhonkson, NY 12446
Phone: (914) 626-5641

IMMIGRATION
P.O.

Fax: (914) 626-4638

RESEARCH

Box 57195 Washington, DC 20036

E-x-p-a-n-d-e-d Services!
THE BASIC SEARCH (1800'S-1948)
DP SEARCH (post 1948)
1920 CENSUS SEARCH

Га

We will research and document your
ancestor's arrival m the United States
by searching records available
at the U.S. National Archives.
Send away for free brochures
Do it today - for yourself - for your family!

UKRAINIAN SITCH SPORTS SCHOOL
An Unforgettable

Learning

Experience

LEARN: SOCCER, VOLLEYBALL, SWIMMING, TENNIS, AEROBIC
FROM AN OUTSTANDING STAFF THAT HAS BEEN HANDPiCKED
, TO WORK WITH ALL AGES & ABIUTY GROUPS

Place: ''Verkhovyna" Resort, Glen Spey, N.Y.
When: July 25 — August 21, 1993
Ages — 6 - 1 8
Register n o w — Capacity is limited — For information w r i t e to:

Ukroinian Sitch Sports School

L"

680 Sanford Avenue Ш Newark, N J . 07106
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Monday, July 12-Friday, July 16
PITTSBURGH: The Pittsburgh Deanery
of the Ukrainian Catholic Diocese of
Parma, Ohio, is running a vacation Bible
school for boys and girls in kindergarten
through grade 8 at its Trinity Acres site.
The program, which starts at 9:30 a.m.
and ends 1:30 p.m., is oriented towards
learning about Jesus Christ and the Holy
Bible and includes arts and crafts, sports,
singing and dancing. Snacks will be pro
vided. The registration fee is $15. For fur
ther information please contact: The Rev.
John Gribik, St. John's Church, 109 S.
Seventh St., Pittsburgh, PA 15203; (412)
431-2531.
Friday, July 23
BOSTON: The Harvard University

Summer Institute invites the public to
come hear Fata Morgana in concert at
7p.m. on campus at the Harkness
Common Patio and Yard. In the event of
rain, an alternative location will be
announced. For further information please
call the Slavic department, (617) 4957833.
Saturday, July 31
TRENTON, N.J.: Come join the festivi
ties "On a Hot Summer Night V" and
dance the night away to the music of Fata
Morgana at a zabava at St. Josaphat's
Hall, 1195 Deutz Ave. The fun begins at 9
p.m. and runs until 2 a.m. There will be an
open bar and buffet for $30 per person
(age 21 and over); $25 per person (20 and
under). For further information please call
Mike, (609) 695-9898.
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Ht Soyuziuka: July 16-18
KERHONKSON, N.Y. — Dancing is
the main attraction at the Catskill resort
of the Ukrainian National Association
during the weekend of July 16-18, as the
Soyuzivka house band, known appropri
ately as Sounds of Soyuzivka, performs
for guests' listening pleasure.
The music and the dancing begin at
approximately 10 p.m. on Saturday night,
July 17. Sounds of Soyuzivka will play
also at the regular Friday night dance.
Composed of musicians/singers Hryc
Hrynovec and Stepan Ben, the duo has
been the house band at Soyuzivka for
five years straight. In addition, Messrs.
Hrynovec and Ben serve as accompa
nists for many vocalists appearing at die

resort. Most recendy the duo released a
r e c o r d i n g titled " L v i v s k a Z a b a v a "
(available on cassette).
There will be no evening concert at
the estate that night in order to enable
guests from Soyuzivka to travel to the
Verkhovyna resort in Glen Spey, N.Y.,
for the Ukrainian Fraternal Association's
annual youth festival. A bus will leave
Soyuzivka for Verkhovyna at 5 p.m.
(Tickets must be r e s e r v e d with the
Soyuzivka management.)
For further information on Soyuzivka
programs and events, or to inquire about
accommodations, contact Soyuzivka at
(914)626-5641.

PLEASE NOTE; Preview items must be received one week before desired
date of publication. No information will be taken over the phone. Preview
items will be published only once (please indicate desired date of publica
tion). All items are published at the discretion of the editorial staff and in
accordance with available space.
PREVIEW OF EVENTS, a listing of Ukrainian community events open
to the public, is a service provided free of charge by The Ukrainian Weekly
to the Ukrainian community. To have an event listed in this column, please
send information (type of event, date, time, place, admission, sponsor, etc.) typed and in the English language — along with the phone number of a
person who may be reached during daytime hours for additional informa
tion, to: Preview of Events, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgomery St.,
Jersey City, N.J. 07302.

Plast begins summer camps
E A S T C H A T H A M , N . Y . — Plast
Ukrainian Youth Organization opened
its summer season here on Saturday,
July 3. This year, four three -week
camps are being held at the "Vovcha
Tropa" (Wolfs Trek) site.
There are 79 younger girls (novachky)
and 61 younger boys (novaky), led by,
respectively, Katrusia Harasewych and
Myron Dytiuk. The younger division's
program includes arts and crafts,
Ukrainian folklore, day hikes and much
singing.
The 50 older girls (yunachky) are led
by Roxolana Telepko and the 44 older
boys (yunaky) by Marko Kohut. Their
programs include two- and three-day
hikes, instruction in Ukrainian scouting

principles, sports and other recreational
activities. Discussion of the current situ
ation in Ukraine comprises an important
part of the program.
On Saturday, July 10, the New York
State Police diving and rescue team will
demonstrate water rescue and survival
techniques to the campers at the Wolfs
Trek.
The local camp organizing committee
has invited parents, youths and the
Ukrainian public in general to attend the
''Den Plastunky і Plastuna" festivities, to
be held on S a t u r d a y , July 17, and
Sunday, July 18.
All camps at W o l f ' s Trek end on
Saturday, July 24.

ATTENTION
TRANSLATORS/EDITORS
INTELNEWS, UKRAINE'S LEADING
ENGLISH-LANGUAGE NEWS AGENCY IS EXPANDING
ITS SERVICES AND IS SEEKING A UKRAINIAN/ENGLISH
TRANSLATOR WITH EXCELLENT EDITING AND
WRITING SKILLS TO WORK IN THE KYYIV BUREAU.
ECONOMIC BACKGROUND IS A PLUS.
PLEASE FAX RESUME TO KYYIV: 011-7-044-229-6425.

Did you know that the
Ukrainian National Association offers its
members:
® First Mortgage Loans
® For 1-3 Family Owner Occupied Homes
• At Low Interest Rates
• Low Closing Costs
• Prompt Loan Decisions
Or are you considering refinancing you home?
To find out more about our First Mortgage Loan Program,
please contact our representative at (201) 451-2200 or
1 (800) 253-9862 (except New Jersey)

Stepan Ben (left) and Hryc Hrynovec — Sounds of Soyuzivka.

Chinese look...
(Continued from page 22)
$23 million collected. Survivors or their
families would each receive $10.000,
with $5 million allotted for a communi
ty fund. In today's dollars, given inter
est and inflation, the amount of money
lost is closer to $1 billion, explained
Mr. Yee.
Since 1984, more than 3,000 head-tax
payers and their families have filed
claims with the CCNC. Mr. Yee, whose
grandfather was one of 81,000 immi
grants who paid the tax, estimates that
fewer than 1,000 payers are alive today.
However, Multiculturalism Minister
Gerry Weiner has offered the Chinese,
as well as the Italian and Ukrainian
Canadian communities, only an omnibus
package recognizing historic injustices
done. The package includes the con
struction of a "Nation Builders Hall of
Record."
But Roy Inouye, president of the
National A s s o c i a t i o n of J a p a n e s e
Canadians, said that the Canadian gov
ernment should negotiate individually
with each ethnic community. 'The gov
ernment has moved from funding songand-dance, costume-wearing aspects of
multiculturalism to supporting human
rights-related programs," he said. ' T o
me, these requests should then be a pri
ority."
Five years ago, Mr. Inouye's commu
nity received a $300 million compensa
tion package for the 22,000 Japanese
forced to evacuate their West Coast
homes during the Second World War.
The Japanese were finally allowed to
become Canadian citizens in 1949 — 72
years after first arriving in Canada.

In their 1988 redress deal, Japanese
survivors or their families were each
offered $21,000 based on about 14,000
claimants. However, Mr. Inouye noted
that 17,000 applied to receive the redress
package, bringing the total package well
over the $300 million mark. It took 10
years before the Japanese Canadian
package was finalized.
Mr. Weiner told representatives of the
three communities in May that the gov
ernment couldn't afford to negotiate
individual compensation packages.
However, the Chinese-Canadian com
munity has racked up considerable polit
ical clout in Prime Minister Campbell's
province. Last year, both the British
Columbia legislature and Vancouver
City Council passed unanimous resolu
tions urging the federal government U
r e s o l v e the n i n e - y e a r - o l d C h i n e s e
Canadian claim.
Should a resolution wait until 1994, it
would mark 10 years since Mr.
Campbell's party promised, before it
won a majority g o v e r n m e n t , that it
"would look forward to having discus
sions with representatives of the Chinese
Canadian community regarding appro
priate remedial action and the specific
matter of financial compensation."
Although Mr. Yee sent letters to for
mer Prime Minister Brian Mulroney
before he left office on June 25 and to
Prime Minister Campbell, he received
only a form letter of acknowledgement
from Mr. Mulroney's office.
But Mr. I n o u y e , w h o s e family
received only $500 for their 12-acre
British Columbia farm in 1942, said the
compensation only went so far. "It's not
forgive and forget," he explained. "We
know the harm that has been done."

